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Foreword
'U-XOLD3DWWHUVRQ
&KLHI([HFXWLYH(YHU\'RFWRU

'U&ODXGLD3DRORQL
3UHVLGHQW+&6$

Despite the outstanding service and
ZHJYPÄJL5/:Z[HɈOH]LNP]LUPU[OL
last two years, decades of underfunding,
\UKLYZ[HɉUNHUKJYLLWPUNWYP]H[PZH[PVU
OHZW\ZOLKV\Y5H[PVUHS/LHS[O:LY]PJL
to the brink.

:[HɈHYL[OLTVZ[]HS\HISLYLZV\YJL
^P[OPU[OL5/:*V]PK OHZKHTHNLK
their wellbeing and invaded their personal
SP]LZYPJVJOL[PUNVɈ[OLPYMHTPSPLZHUK
loved ones without limitation. Many have
themselves battled their own or family
illness with Covid-19 and too many have
SVZ[[OLPYSP]LZHM[LYZLSÅLZZS`OLHKPUNV\[
[V^VYR(Z7YLZPKLU[VM/*:(0OH]L
witnessed the toll on hospital doctors of all
grades during this acutely distressing time.

Anyone who chooses the medical
profession knows what they’re getting
into. The life-and-death decisions. The
emotional toll. But Covid-19 led to
situations like no other, which no doctor
ZOV\SKL]LYOH]LOHK[VMHJL:P[\H[PVUZ
which put the safety of their patients
at risk, put loved ones in danger, made
them fear for their lives and face losing
their own colleagues to this virus. And yet
time and again throughout this pandemic,
when doctors tried to speak up, we were
ZOV\[LKKV^U0NUVYLK:PSLUJLK;OPZ
report is our latest attempt to have our
voices heard.
The public’s displays of support and
HɈLJ[PVUMVYV\Y5/:JVSSLHN\LZK\YPUN
the pandemic were overwhelming. But
we need more than kind words and claps.
EveryDoctor was founded because we
believe in a future where every patient
HUKL]LY`KVJ[VYPZZHML0MV\Y5/:PZ[V
survive future national health emergencies
and continue to serve our country for
generations to come, we must address
the huge challenges it faces.
As doctors, we not only need to be
advocates for our patients but advocates
for ourselves. It is our duty to bring
the truth about what is happening in
our profession to light and by raising
our voices and sharing our experiences
[VNL[OLY^LJHUÄNO[MVYHIL[[LY5/:
for everyone.
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;OLJVTWSL[LJVSSHWZLVM[OL5/:HUK
an even worse fatality rate has only
been avoided through the devotion and
commitment of health professionals.
Professionals who put themselves at risk
even as more evidence came forward
that exposed the dangers of the virus.
Doctors who worked together, willing to
do whatever needed to be done.
Yet the system was working against
MYVU[SPULZ[HɈ+LJHKLZVM\UKLY
YLZV\YJPUNPUPUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLHUKZ[HɉUN
coupled with an unforgivable lack of
WSHUUPUN5VSLZZVUZ^LYLSLHYU[MYVT[OL
:(9:4,9:HUK,IVSHV\[IYLHRZUVY
inexcusably, from a simulation of a UK
pandemic, Exercise Cygnus.
The work is not done. The pandemic is
not yet over and, meanwhile, Covid-19
recovery work, clearing backlogs,
addressing the consequences of delayed
treatments and diagnoses will continue to
WPSLWYLZZ\YLVU[OL5/:HUKP[ZZ[HɈMVY
many years to come.
There will also be another pandemic, of
that there is no doubt. Lessons must be
SLHYULK/*:(^PSSJVU[PU\L[VZ[YP]LMVY
all hospital doctors – we will continue to
care for the carers.
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Introduction
;OL*V]PK WHUKLTPJ[LZ[LKV\Y5/:SPRLUL]LYILMVYL
Both of our organisations witnessed the huge impact the
WHUKLTPJOHKVU[OLSP]LZVMKVJ[VYZ[OYV\NOV\[[OL5/:
and this report seeks to bring to the fore the stories of
our members, and the wider experiences of the medical
profession, who fought this battle on the frontline.

&KDSWHURQH, Pandemic Readiness,
begins by taking stock of the state of our
5H[PVUHS/LHS[O:LY]PJLWYPVY[V*V]PK 
It illustrates a number of systemic issues
^OPJOSLM[[OL5/:^VLM\SS`\UWYLWHYLKHZ
well as highlighting how previous public
health simulations had been ignored.
&KDSWHUWZR on the pandemic response
details the reaction of doctors, the
government and other national health
bodies once the virus had hit. It details
problems across several areas of public
policy, from inadequate PPE procurement
[V[OLPULɈLJ[P]L;LZ[HUK;YHJL
programme.
&KDSWHUWKUHH, Caring for our Colleagues,
delves into the personal toll the pandemic
had on doctors – on their mental and
physical health, families, careers and
future – while FKDSWHUIRXUoutlines our
recommendations.
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This pandemic is not yet over. We are still
ÄNO[PUNP[>OPSL^LTH`OH]LTV]LKPU[V
a period of recovery, Covid-19 remains
a public health threat. The additional
enormous pressures of physical and
mental fatigue are ever-present. We hope
this report will not only provide space for
YLÅLJ[PVUVU[OLWHUKLTPJ[VKH[LI\[
serve as a blueprint for action. Lessons
must be learnt.
We intend that this report will also
contribute to the evidence base of the
national public inquiry into Covid-19 to
ensure the recent past is neither forgotten
nor discarded, and that political selfadulation over the UK response to this
pandemic does not mask the true nature
of Covid-19’s impact on the most valuable
5/:YLZV\YJL¶P[ZZ[HɈ
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Timeline
31st December

23rd January

11th March

The World Health Organisation is
alerted to a new virus by Chinese
VɉJPHSZ

-PYZ[VɉJPHSS`PKLU[PÄLK*V]PK 
JHZLHYYP]LZPU<2VUÅPNO[
from China

World Health Organisation declares
a global pandemic

24th January
Prime Minister Boris Johnson
MHPSZ[VH[[LUKÄYZ[*VIYHTLL[PUN
HIV\[[OL]PY\Z/LHS[O:LJYL[HY`
Matt Hancock, who did attend,
says risk to the UK is ‘low’

2019

2020

DECEMBER

JANUARY

18th March
5/:;Y\Z[ZPUZ[Y\J[LK[VOHS[HSS
non-urgent work from April 15th

20th March
:LUPVYNV]LYUTLU[HK]PZVY
declares PPE shortages have been
“completely resolved”. Medical
Z[HɈJVU[PU\L[VYLWVY[HJ\[L77,
shortages

20th March
:JOVVSZJVSSLNLZHUKU\YZLYPLZ
closed

26th March
;OL<2LU[LYZÄYZ[UH[PVUHS
lockdown

28th March
-PYZ[5/:MYVU[SPUL^VYRLYKPLZHM[LY
testing positive for Covid-19

MARCH
5th November
Parliament votes for national
lockdown

22nd November
UK daily Covid-19 death toll
reaches 512 – the worst since
9th May

2nd December
5H[PVUHSSVJRKV^ULUKZ

12th October

First UK Covid-19 vaccine
administered

Plans announced to allow up to
[OYLLOV\ZLOVSKZ[VTP_MVYÄ]L
days at Christmas

Prime Minister Boris Johnson
announces tiered system of local
lockdowns, telling Parliament a
national lockdown “would not be
the right course”

DECEMBER

NOVEMBER

OCTOBER

24th November

8th December
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“Almost like an iron man triathlon”

3rd April

12th May

15th June

;OLÄYZ[5PNO[PUNHSL/VZWP[HSVWLUZ
in the ExCel centre, London

First loosening of strict
lockdown rules in England

6th April

15th May

Facemasks mandatory in all
areas of hospitals and on
public transport

Prime Minister Boris Johnson
admitted to hospital with Covid-19
symptoms

65:YLWVY[ZKLH[OZPU
care homes involving Covid-19

JUNE

20th May
Prime Minister Boris Johnson
HUUV\UJLZ5/:Z[HɈHUK
131 social care worker deaths
involving Covid-191

22nd May

APRIL

UK Covid-19 death toll
passes 50,0002

MAY

14th September

3rd August

4th July

Government introduces legal
limit on social gatherings to
groups of six

‘Major incident’ declared in
Greater Manchester due to rising
infection rates, resulting in new
local lockdown measures

Lockdown eased further in
England, allowing household
mixing and reopening of
hospitality

21st September
:JOVVSZJVSSLNLZHUKU\YZLYPLZ
fully reopen

8th July

AUGUST

21st September

*OHUJLSSVY9PZOP:\UHR\U]LPSZ
Eat Out to Help Out, a scheme
linked to 8-17% of new infections3

*OPLM4LKPJHS(K]PZLY:PY7H[YPJR
Vallance warns country faces
new wave leading to 200 deaths
HKH`I`TPK5V]LTILY

Facemasks mandatory in retail
outlets

24th July

22nd September
Government announces new
social distancing measures
and 10pm closure of hospitality
venues

JULY

SEPTEMBER
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6th January

8th March

20th May

Third national lockdown begins in
England

UK Covid-19 death toll passes
150,000

+LS[H]HYPHU[ÄYZ[PKLU[PÄLKPU0UKPH
becomes dominant strain
in UK

MARCH

MAY

19th January
UK daily Covid-19 death toll
reaches 1,485 – the deadliest day
of the pandemic

25th January
6ɉJLMVY5H[PVUHS:[H[PZ[PJZYLWVY[Z
more than more than 880 health
and social care workers have died
after contracting Covid-194

26th January
UK Covid-19 death toll passes
100,000

2021
JANUARY
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19th July

27th September

24th November

“Freedom Day”: most
restrictions, including
facemasks, removed in
England.

Hospital infection controls
including cleaning and patient
testing reduced

First case of Omicron variant
PKLU[PÄLKPU:V\[O(MYPJH

27th November
First UK Omicron cases detected

JULY

SEPTEMBER

NOVEMBER

6th January

8th December

5/:;Y\Z[ZPU,UNSHUKKLJSHYL
a “critical incident”, signalling
L_[YLTLZ[HɉUNWYLZZ\YLZHUK
service demands

/LHS[O:LJYL[HY`:HQPK1H]PK
warns Omicron cases could pass
1 million a day in December

27th January

Facemasks made compulsory
in most public indoor venues in
England

Face coverings and Covid-19
passes no longer legally required
in England

2022
JANUARY

10th December

13th December
Prime Minister Boris Johnson
announces 1 million daily
vaccine booster target in face of
“Omicron tidal wave”

14th December
Parliament backs vaccine
passports in England for larger
venues

DECEMBER

NEVER-ENDING...
Covid-19 recovery
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“Tnohereslackis
in the
system
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1

Pandemic Readiness
;OL5/:LU[LYLK[OLWHUKLTPJPUHKLZWLYH[LZ[H[L
This chapter seeks to highlight the underlying problems
V\Y5/:MHJLKILMVYLHU`VULOHKL]LYOLHYKVM*V]PK 
alongside multiple instances of recommendations resulting
from pandemic simulations which went ignored, weakening
the service’s ability to respond to a public health crisis
even further.
;OLZ`Z[LTPJWYVISLTZPUV\Y5/:MYVT\UKLYZ[HɉUN[VILKZOVY[HNLZOH]L
become common knowledge. Annual reports of winter crises in the national
press have sadly become a tradition, as have the emergency top-up funds
WYV]PKLKI`[OLNV]LYUTLU[LHJO5V]LTILY[V[Y`[VJVWL^P[O[OLT;OPZ
situation led British Red Cross chief executive Mike Adamson to declare a
“humanitarian crisis” in 2017.5 Prior to the pandemic the situation had been
getting steadily worse, with hospital and A&E waiting times heading into winter
2019 the worst ever on record.6 The Covid-19 pandemic pushed an already
Z[YHPULK5/:[VIYLHRPUNWVPU[

“

:[HɈHYL[OLILH[PUNOLHY[VM[OL5/:)\[KLZWP[LILPUN
the UK’s largest employer, with a 1.6 million-strong
>L»]LHS^H`ZOHKKPɉJ\S[`
^VYRMVYJLHZP[OLHKLKPU[V[OLWHUKLTPJ[OL5/:^HZ
^P[OZ[HɉUNZ[HɉUNOHZ
JYP[PJHSS`\UKLYZ[HɈLK70U OLHS[OZLY]PJL<50:65
been an issue even before
JP[LKÄN\YLZZOV^PUN[OLYL^LYL]HJHUJPLZ
the pandemic.
HJYVZZ[OL5/:PU,UNSHUK85/:LTWSV`LYZ[OLTZLS]LZ
+RVSLWDO&RQVXOWDQW6RXWK:HVW
OH]LYLWVY[LKHUVɉJPHSZOVY[MHSSVMM\SS[PTL
equivalent posts in England alone.9 Workforce planning
has been much talked about, but no-one appears willing to grasp the nettle
despite an increasing crisis.
)YVHKS`^VYRMVYJLWSHUUPUNPZHUHUHS`ZPZVMJ\YYLU[HUKM\[\YLZ[HɉUNULLKZ
which allocates funds and devises strategy to rectify shortages. This requires
HU\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVMJ\YYLU[Z[HɉUNSL]LSZ[HRPUNPU[VHJJV\U[]HJHUJPLZHUK
less-than-full-time (LTFT) workers. A longer-term view is also required, and in
[OL5/:[OPZT\Z[PUJS\KLJVUZPKLYH[PVUVMZOVY[HNLZVM[YHPUPUNWSHJLZIV[O
geographically and in certain specialties, as these in turn impact the pipeline
of health professionals coming through in future. Expected leavers must also
be considered, whether retirees or those leaving to work elsewhere, and how
ILZ[[VYL[HPUTVYLZ[HɈPU[OL5/:
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;OL5/:,UNSHUK3VUN;LYT7SHUWYVTPZLKH¸comprehensive new workforce
implementation plan” would be published later in 2019.10 Three months later
the Interim People Plan was published, which contained no detail on workforce
WSHUUPUN0U1\S`HM[LY[OLÄYZ[^H]LVM[OLWHUKLTPJ[OL5/:7LVWSL
7SHU^HZYLSLHZLK;LSSPUNS`[OLJLU[YHSJYPZLZVMZ[HɈZOVY[HNLZYLJY\P[TLU[
and retention received scant attention. Once again, this crucial area was deferred, with the plan stating: “>OLU[OLNV]LYUTLU[M\Y[OLYJSHYPÄLZ[OLH]HPSHble budget to expand the workforce and make sure that education and training
PZÄ[MVY[OLM\[\YL¯TVYLKL[HPSZ^PSSMVSSV^.” Today, we are still waiting.
*SHYP[`V]LY[OL[Y\LSL]LSVMZ[HɉUNNHWZPZKPɉJ\S[PUHU5/:^OPJOOHZ
ILJVTLYLSPHU[VUKLWSV`PUNL_PZ[PUNZ[HɈ[VJV]LYNHWZVYPUV\YOVZWP[HSZ[V
take extra shifts to deliver elective care through schemes such as the Waiting
List Initiative. The vulnerability inherent in this approach was exposed sharply
in the months leading up to the pandemic as many senior hospital doctors
reduced non-contractual shifts due to concerns over pensions taxation, a
situation which 68% of employers said had resulted in a medium to high
impact on additional work being taken on by hospital consultants.11 The
\UMVSKPUNJYPZPZÄUHSS`SLK[OLNV]LYUTLU[[VHTLUK[H_Y\SLZPU[OL]LY`ZHTL
)\KNL[[OH[ÄYZ[HJRUV^SLKNLK[OLJVTPUNPTWHJ[VM[OL*V]PK WHUKLTPJ
on UK society in March 2020.12
>OH[»ZTVYL[OLX\HSP[`VMKH[HH]HPSHISLVU5/:]HJHUJPLZPZWVVY
L]PKLUJLKI`[OL5/:+PNP[HSWYLMHJL[VYLN\SHY]HJHUJ`Z[H[PZ[PJZPU,UNSHUK
recommending that they are read with “a degree of caution”.13 Much of the
PUMVYTH[PVUPZKYH^UMYVTHK]LY[PZLK]HJHUJPLZI\[YLZLHYJOI`/*:(
supports the view that the true picture is obscured as vacant posts go
unadvertised by employers.14
A survey by the Royal College of Physicians in 2019 found 40% of consultants
and 63% of senior trainee doctors reported daily or weekly gaps in hospital
medical cover.15;OLYLPZHSZVH]LY`YLHSJVUJLYUMYVTKVJ[VYZV]LYOV^Z[HɈPUNPZHJJV\U[LKMVY0U/*:(»Z+VJ[VYZH[>VYR:\Y]L` VMKVJ[VYZ
reported vacancies in their department, and 24% said there were vacancies in
[OLPYKLWHY[TLU[^OPJO^LYLUV[VɉJPHSS`YLJVNUPZLK164HZRPUNZ[HɉUNWYVISLTZJHUVUS`ZLY]L[VYLPUMVYJL[OLTHUKSLHK[V^VYRWPSPUNVU[VL_PZ[PUNZ[HɈ
This picture becomes even bleaker when mounted on the international stage.
When comparing our number of doctors per head of the population, the UK
ranks 23rd amongst OECD countries.
5/:Z[HɈZOVY[HNLZHYLHSZVI`UVTLHUZJVU[HPULK[VKVJ[VYZ;OLYLPZ
also a stark shortfall in the number of nurses; with 37,760 registered nurse
vacancies at end of June 2020.17 The shortage of nurses also contributed to
[OLKPɉJ\S[PLZPUKLSP]LYPUNWH[PLU[JHYLL_WLYPLUJLKI`KVJ[VYZK\YPUN[OL
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Number of doctors per 1,000 population for OECD countries
'DWDIURP1XτHOG7UXVW
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pandemic. Between 2010/11 and 2017/18 the number of registered nurses in
,UNSHUK»Z5/:IHYLS`JOHUNLKKLZWP[LH YPZLPUHJ[P]P[`PU[OLOVZWP[HS
and community.18

“

To deal with this shortfall, many
5/:;Y\Z[Z[\YU[V[LTWVYHY`Z[HɈ
Often the stresses of Covid were interlinked
At
a higher cost per head than
^P[O[OLZ[YLZZLZVMZ[HɈZ[HɉUNSL]LSZH[
M\SS[PTLZ[HɈ[OPZOPNOSL]LSVM
HSSSL]LSZ5V[Q\Z[JVUZ\S[HU[ZVYQ\UPVYZ
dependence on temporary or locum
but nurses as well and there’s often nursing
Z[HɈPUJS\KPUNZ\IZ[HU[P]LZ[HɈ
shortages, which makes you feel a little bit
working additional shifts, equates to
helpless and useless. You can come up with
a massive expense for our already
the most brilliant management plan for a
ÄUHUJPHSS`Z[YHPULKOLHS[OZLY]PJL
patient but actually it’s the nurses who put it
(SVUNZPKL[OLW\YLS`ÄUHUJPHSJVZ[
into action.
there
are a raft of other issues
-XQLRU'RFWRU&RYLGDGPLVVLRQZDUG
HZZVJPH[LK^P[O[OPZSL]LSVMZ[HɈ
shortages. The higher turnover
HZZVJPH[LK^P[O[LTWVYHY`Z[HɈKLNYHKLZ[OLSVUN[LYTZ\Z[HPUHIPSP[`VM5/:
workplaces. Institutional memory becomes limited, community relationships
are disrupted, and the ability for doctors to build trust and provide continuity
of care to their patients is constrained.
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:[HɉUNZOVY[HNLZILJHTLHJ\[LS`]PZPISLHZ[OLWHUKLTPJOP[PU4HYJO
when the Royal College of Physicians reported one in four doctors were
absent due either to sickness or self-isolation.19
Prior to the pandemic the situation in primary care was also of grave concern.
0[PZ[OPZZLJ[PVUVM[OL5/:^OPJO^V\SKNVVU[VHIZVYITHU`VM[OL
repercussions of cancelled and delayed secondary care provision and become
[OLTHPUKLSP]LY`JOHUULSMVY[OL]HJJPUH[PVUWYVNYHTTL)HJRPU5V]LTILY
 [OLU/LHS[O:LJYL[HY`4H[[/HUJVJROHKWSLKNLK[VHWWVPU[UL^
GP doctors by 2024/25, a target which seemed particularly Herculean given
that the number of GPs had actually fallen in recent years by more than 1,800
since 2015.20

“

The whole system is so
Z[YL[JOLKHUK\UKLYZ[HɈLK
:V[OLYLPZU»[[OLZ[HɉUN
there to have the adequate
levels of service, of patient
care, which is really sad.
So we’re doing the best
we can in a stretched
system, essentially
-XQLRU'RFWRU

:[YL[JOLK^V\SKHSZVILHUHJJ\YH[LKLZJYPW[PVUVM[OL
Z[H[LVM5/:ÄUHUJLZPU,UNSHUK;OLIPSSPVUPUL_[YH
funds provided by the government in early March 2020 for
[OL5/:[VYLZWVUK[V*V]PK ^HZNYLH[S`^LSJVTLK
/V^L]LY[OPZÄN\YL^HZ\S[PTH[LS`HKYVWPU[OLVJLHU
JVTWHYLK[V^OH[^PSSILYLX\PYLK0U:LW[LTILY
[OL5/:*VUMLKLYH[PVUHUK5/:7YV]PKLYZJHSSLKMVYHU
HKKP[PVUHSIPSSPVU[VKLHS^P[O[OLWHUKLTPJYLSH[LK
costs and backlog caused by Covid-19 in 2022 alone.21

A hospital’s bed number is the ultimate measure used to
judge a healthcare facility’s capacity for patients. The term
‘hospital bed’ not only refers to actual permanent beds,
I\[PZKLÄULKI`[OL5/:HZ¸HU`KL]PJL[OH[TH`IL
used to permit a patient to lie down when the need to do so is a consequence
VM[OLWH[PLU[»ZJVUKP[PVU¹OLUJL[OLHIPSP[`MVYWH[PLU[ZHRPU[V:JOYKPUNLY»Z
cat, to be physically in a bed and yet not – resulting in the sight of patients
in beds lining hospital corridors.22 Across 2019/20, the UK had 2.4 hospital
beds per 1,000 people, compared to 5.8 in France, 7.9 in Germany and 12.8 in
Japan.23

The King’s Fund has documented the more than halving of hospital beds in
30 years, from around 299,000 in 1987/88 to 141,000 in 2019/20. While the
largest decline was seen in mental health and learning disability capacity due
to the drive to cut residential hospitals, general and acute beds have also
fallen by 44% over the period.24
Clearly, there is an economic argument for minimising the number of inpatients
HUK[OL5/:JHUUV[HɈVYK[VRLLWWH[PLU[ZPUOVZWP[HSZMVYSVUNLY[OHU[OL
patient requires. Furthermore, new technologies have made procedures faster
HUKSLZZLULKYLJV]LY`[PTLZ)\[PU[OLJVU[L_[VMHZPNUPÄJHU[SVUN[LYTKYVW
PUILKJHWHJP[`L]LULɉJPLUJPLZHUK[LJOUVSVNPJHSPTWYV]LTLU[ZOH]LILLU
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unable to adequately balance out increased demand from a larger and ageing
population, new medical procedures and public expectations. The end result
PZHSHJRVMPUWH[PLU[JHWHJP[`PUOVZWP[HSZ;OL5/:ILKZOVY[HNLILJVTLZ
most apparent during the winter crises, which have sadly become a traditional
Ä_[\YLPU)YP[PZOJHSLUKHYZ^P[OV]LYUPNO[ILKVJJ\WHUJ`PUNLULYHSHUKHJ\[L
settings averaging 90.2% in 2019/20, and regularly exceeding 95% in the
winter leading up to the pandemic, routinely beyond the 85% mark which is
deemed to be a safe operating level.25
This disparity is not just a temporary issue, but part of a long-term decline
^OPJOPZWSHJPUNHKKP[PVUHSZ[YHPUVU[OL5/:;OLU\TILYVMWH[PLU[ZOHZ
soared in recent years, with a 28% increase in the number of hospital
admissions and a 23.5% increase in the number of A&E department attendees
between 2006/7 and 2016/17.26
In early 2020, running alongside this raft of foundational resource issues facing
[OL5/:^HZHZ[PSSJVUJLHSLK]LPUVMJVUJLYUHYV\UK[OLZWLJPÄJPTWHJ[H
pandemic-style event would have.
Where were you on the morning of Wednesday 19th October 2016? If you were
[OLU/LHS[O:LJYL[HY`1LYLT`/\U[`V\^V\SKOH]LILLUPU[OLTPKKSLVM
chairing a meeting of civil contingencies committee COBR to prepare for the
onslaught of an unknown international virus heading for our shores. This was
sadly not the result of some Cassandra level of psychic foresight on the part
of Mr Hunt but rather one of a number of simulation COBR meetings, taking
place as part of the three-day national Exercise Cygnus.
>OPSL[OL]PY\Z^LUV^RUV^HZ:(9:*V=^HZPTWVZZPISL[VWYLKPJ[[OL
WV[LU[PHS[OYLH[VMHNSVIHSPUÅ\LUaH[`WLWHUKLTPJOHKILLUHJVUJLYUVM
those at the top of the government for many years. It most recently topped the
JOHY[ZPU[OL<2»Z5H[PVUHS9PZR9LNPZ[LY27
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An illustration of the high consequence risks facing the United Kingdom
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And that’s why in 2016, Public Health England and the Department of
Health carried out Exercise Cygnus to test how the UK would cope if such
HWHUKLTPJZ[Y\JR(;PLYUH[PVUHSSL]LSWHUKLTPJPUÅ\LUaHL_LYJPZL
Exercise Cygnus involved the conscription of 950 individuals across central
HUKSVJHSNV]LYUTLU[IVKPLZ[OL5/:HUKL]LUZVTLWYPZVU^VYRLYZ[V
ZPT\SH[LH[OYLLKH`V\[IYLHRVMº:^HU-S\»LZ[PTH[LK[VHɈLJ[\W[V VM
the population and result in 400,000 excess deaths.
The resulting report wasn’t released publicly at the time, but after mounting
WYLZZ\YLP[^HZÄUHSS`W\ISPZOLKPU6J[VILY28 It not only revealed gaping
holes in the government’s pandemic preparedness strategy at the time but
made many recommendations which were subsequently not implemented
by government over the three years before Covid-19 hit. If they had been,
this would have undoubtedly improved our public health bodies’ response,
PUJYLHZLK[OLZHML[`VM5/:^VYRLYZHUKPUHSSSPRLSPOVVKZH]LKTHU`SP]LZ
The exercise was set during the seventh week of a pandemic, at which point
a vaccine had been ordered but was not yet available, and encouraged
participants to consider what their response, capacity and capability to act
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would be. In a warning which would later come back to haunt the country
during the Covid-19 pandemic, the ‘Key Learning’ section of the report
concluded: “The UK’s preparedness and response, in terms of its plans,
WVSPJPLZHUKJHWHIPSP[`PZJ\YYLU[S`UV[Z\ɉJPLU[[VJVWL^P[O[OLL_[YLTL
demands of a severe pandemic.”
The report produced a total of 22 detailed lessons, which were grouped into
four key learning outcomes. The full recommendations are publicly accessible,
and this report seeks to highlight a number of recommendations which were
not implemented.
First, was that a new single health body be set up, called a Pandemic Concept
of Operations, to help provide an overview of the situation and clearer lines of
JVTT\UPJH[PVUIL[^LLUKPɈLYLU[IVKPLZHUKHNLUJPLZPUVYKLY[VH]VPKJOHVZ
in a real pandemic. This was not created.
Provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) was also discussed.
:[VJRWPSPUN^HZYLJVTTLUKLKHSVUNZPKL[OLULLK[VWSHUMVY¸Z\YNLJHWHJP[`¹
as demand for equipment increased rapidly.
There was also a warning on communications. The report found: “Information
released from Health at the national level tended to be clinical and generic
HUKMHPSLK[VYLHJ[[V[OLL_LYJPZLWZL\KVTLKPHZ[VYPLZ¯[OLYL^HZUV
communication strategy to accompany the key policy decision of the exercise
which was to introduce population-based triage”.29 The issues associated with
centralised and vague communication sadly came to pass with Covid-19.
The Exercise Cygnus report was not the only Whitehall document on
pandemics that was ignored. Another plan was put together by the
Department of Health in 2005. This document began by outlining the UK’s
YLZWVUZL[V:(9:HJVYVUH]PY\ZV\[IYLHR^OPJO^HZZWYLHKI`[OL
“ÄULYHLYVZVSZVMPUMLJ[PV\ZYLZWPYH[VY`ZLJYL[PVUZ^OPJOZ[H`PU[OLHPYSVUNLY
than droplets” – the same way in which Covid-19 would one day go on to
transmit.
Amongst the 2005 recommendations were the building up of infrastructure
for virus testing, and the implementation of travel restrictions as cases started
to appear in an “uncontrolled” manner in multiple countries. If followed this
would have resulted in the UK beginning preparations in late January. One
former government adviser was quoted as saying that, if this framework had
been used as a guide to respond to Covid-19, “tens of thousands of lives”
could have been saved.30
There was also Exercise Alice, a health planning exercise commissioned by
[OLUJOPLMTLKPJHSVɉJLY+HTL:HSS`+H]PLZ^OPJO^HZJHYYPLKV\[PU-LIY\HY`
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,_LYJPZL(SPJLWHY[PJPWHU[ZZ\ɈLYLKMYVTPTHNPUHY`JHZLZVM4,9:*V=
a respiratory syndrome originating in the Middle East which was similar to
*V]PK HZ[OLYL^HZUVRUV^U]HJJPULHUKP[ZÄJ[PVUHSJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZSLK[V
a potentially fatal respiratory illness and spread asymptomatically.31
(Z^P[O,_LYJPZL*`NU\Z[OLÄUKPUNZVM,_LYJPZL(SPJL^LYLUV[PUP[PHSS`
released into the public domain. In October 2021, it was exposed following
HMYLLKVTVMPUMVYTH[PVUYLX\LZ[MYVT5/:JVUZ\S[HU[HUK,]LY`+VJ[VY
member Dr Moosa Qureshi. Its key recommendations also focused on the
need to ensure better stockpiling of PPE, limits on, or at least screening
of, international travellers from highly infected areas, and the need for a
functioning computerised contact tracing system.32
The inability of multiple governments to heed these warnings or implement
recommendations from any of these reports is not only a failure of policy but
speaks to a deeper and disturbing disregard for the safety of UK citizens, and
for the lives of the frontline healthcare professionals who ended up bearing the
brunt of Covid-19.
;OPZJOHW[LYOHZTHKLJSLHY[OH[[OL5/:^HZUV[WYLWHYLKMVY[OPZJYPZPZ;OL
institution was struggling under the weight of decades of under-resourcing,
and dozens of recommendations from multiple large-scale pandemic
preparedness exercises had been ignored. If the recommendations had been
enacted, millions more items of PPE would have been stockpiled, travellers
entering the UK from Covid-19 hotspots such as China and Italy would have
been stopped and, ultimately, countless lives could have been saved.
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2

Pandemic Response
In this chapter we provide an overview of the immediate
impact of Covid-19 on doctors and how they responded.
We explore the raft of implications this pandemic had, from
immediate shifts in working patterns to impacts on standards
of patient care and their own personal safety, before delving
into the provision or, more accurately, the inadequate
provision of personal protective equipment (PPE).

“

It happened all at once. It didn’t trickle in. It was the last week of
4HYJO:\KKLUS`0KPKHZOPM[^OLYLUVYTHSS``V\TPNO[NL[VULVY
two new patients coming to the intensive care department during
a 12-hour shift. We had new patients coming in every hour, which
^HZMHZ[LY[OHU^LJV\SKZLL[OLT:VPUZ[LHKVMOH]PUNÄ]LZP_
patients and lots of extra nurses in case someone should come
in, the beds were full, and so they had nowhere to put them. I was
having to initiate treatment myself because the nurses didn’t have
experience in this disease, and that was unusual and quite scary.
And it continued like that, I did three shifts in a row like that, three
UPNO[ZOPM[Z^OLYL^L^LYLQ\Z[Y\ZOLKVɈV\YMLL[7H[PLU[Z^LYL
just dying in front of us so quickly and they were young as well,
they were all, again, under 60, but a lot of them were in their 20s.
They came into A&E and they said: “I feel short of breath”. And
[OLUL]LU[OV\NO[OL`^LYLZH[\WHUKSVVRLKÄUL[OL`^V\SK
be saturation of 60%. They were desperately sick and the oxygen
they were getting wasn’t anywhere near enough.
-XQLRU'RFWRUZRUNHGLQLQWHQVLYHFDUHXQLWIRUIRXUPRQWKVZKHQ&RYLGVWDUWHG

(Z*V]PK [VVROVSKVM[OLJV\U[Y`[OL5/:TV]LKH[HYLTHYRHISLWHJL[V
YLZWVUK[V[OLJYPZPZ0U/*:(»Z3LHYUPUNMYVT[OL-PYZ[>H]L9LWVY[HU\TILY
VMZ[LWZ[HRLUI`[OL5/:PU[OLPUP[PHS*V]PK YLZWVUZLHYLV\[SPULK!
“These included changes to work patterns and intensity, discharging medically
Ä[WH[PLU[ZKP]LY[PUNWVZ[WVUPUNWSHUULKJHYLJYLH[PUNL_[YHJYP[PJHSJHYL
JHWHJP[`IYPUNPUNPUYL[PYLKZ[HɈTLKPJHSZ[\KLU[ZHUK]VS\U[LLYZHUK
PUJVYWVYH[PUNWYP]H[LZLJ[VYJHWHJP[`PU[V[OL5/:¹33
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4VZ[PTWYLZZP]L^HZ[OLHW[P[\KLHUK^PSSPUNULZZ^P[O^OPJO5/:Z[HɈ
HKHW[LK-VYKVJ[VYZ[OPZTLHU[ZPNUPÄJHU[JOHUNLZ[VKH`[VKH`K\[PLZ
HZUVYTHSWYVJLK\YLZ^LYLKP]LY[LKHUKLɈVY[^HZYLMVJ\ZLKVU[OLY\ZO
of Covid-19 patients. Doctors were redeployed, had enforced changes to
working patterns and a constant stream of new practices and procedures to
contend with.

Cancellation of routine procedures
(Z[OLÄYZ[^H]LOP[UVU\YNLU[WYVJLK\YLZILNHU[VILJHUJLSSLKPUSVJHS
WYHJ[PJLZHUK;Y\Z[Z;OPZ^HZÄUHSS`THKLUH[PVUHSWVSPJ`VUth April, a
month after the country went into lockdown, once most Trusts had already
THKL[OLKLJPZPVUHUKSVII`PUNOHKPU[LUZPÄLKMYVTVYNHUPZH[PVUZPUJS\KPUN
/*:(0TWVY[HU[YLZV\YJL^HZMYLLK\W[VYLKPYLJ[LɈVY[Z[V[OL*V]PK 
response, but some resource was maintained for critical work, including
emergency procedures and urgent cancer operations. Although virtual and
telephone services were set up at speed to allow some routine procedures to
JVU[PU\L[OLKLTHUKZVM[OPZWLYPVKTLHU[OL5/:OHZILLUSLM[MHJPUNHU
unprecedented backlog.
A clear indication of the impact of Covid-19 can be seen in the number of
patients presenting to A&E. April 2020 saw the fewest number of attendees to
A&E in England since records began, down 57% on April 2019.34 Worryingly,
some reduction in demand likely came from people not accessing the care
they required or delaying seeking advice and treatment, in turn worsening the
outcomes of their conditions and increasing the recovery pressure due to likely
disease progression.
As of October 2021, the current waiting list in England sits at 5.7 million.
/V^L]LYKH[HHUHS`ZPZI`5/:*VUMLKLYH[PVUZOV^ZTPSSPVUML^LYJHZLZ
presenting for care than would have been expected in ‘normal’ times.35 This
suggests an invisible backlog of people who have not sought the care they
would otherwise have, and therefore whose conditions may be deteriorating.
There is a similarly dire situation in the other constituent nations of the UK, with
H^HP[PUNSPZ[VMV]LYPU:JV[SHUK36, 669,000 in Wales37 and 113,000 in
50380UYLZWVUZLHTIP[PV\Z[HYNL[ZOH]LILLUZL[^P[OÄUHUJPHSPUJLU[P]LZ[V
YL^HYK5/:WYV]PKLYZ^OPJOTHRLWYVNYLZZPUJSLHYPUNIHJRSVNZ@L[HZ^L
will explore further in chapter 4, the workforce is burnt out and in short supply,
HUK[OLWHUKLTPJPZMHYMYVTV]LY-YVU[SPUL5/:LTWSV`LLZOH]LHZLLTPUNS`
insurmountable task ahead of them to restore the usual activity levels that so
many patients urgently require.
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Emergency rotas
The initial pandemic response saw health workers placed onto physically and
mentally demanding emergency rotas for weeks on end, with little choice
PU[OLOV\YZ[OL`^VYRLK0UKP]PK\HSLTWSV`LYZKLÄULKWYVJLZZLZHUKWH`
LɈLJ[P]LS`JYLH[PUNHWVZ[JVKLSV[[LY`MVYV]LY[PTL^HNLZ/VZWP[HSKVJ[VYZ
working gruelling additional hours were encouraged to fastidiously note down
[OLPYZ[HY[HUKÄUPZO[PTLZ`L[HZVS\[PVU^HZUV[MVY[OJVTPUN0UZVTLHYLHZ
[OLYV[HZJVU[PU\LKMVYZL]LYHSTVU[OZ^OPJO[VVRH[VSSVUZ[HɈ^LSSILPUN
+LZWP[LSVII`PUNMYVTZ[HɈIVKPLZMVYHUH[PVUHSMYHTL^VYRHUKM\UKPUN
package to make the payments, this was rejected by the government. Our
JHSSYLTHPUZMVY[OLNV]LYUTLU[[VYLLUNHNL^P[OLTWSV`LYZHUKZ[HɈ
representatives to implement a national framework for emergency rotas, for
the current and future pandemics. Although most emergency rotas have
now wound down, a national policy should be agreed so that they can be
PTWSLTLU[LKZ^PM[S`HUKJVUZPZ[LU[S`PUM\[\YL;OLWVSPJ`^V\SKLUZ\YL5/:
Z[HɈHYLYL^HYKLKMVY[OLPYOHYK^VYR^OPSLJYLH[PUN[YHUZWHYLUJ`HYV\UK[OL
circumstances in which emergency rotas are used. Emergency rotas must be
reserved only for emergencies.

Additional capacity in Nightingale Hospitals &
private sector
5PNO[PUNHSL/VZWP[HSZ^LYLI\PS[[VWYV]PKLLTLYNLUJ`JYP[PJHSJHYLMHJPSP[PLZPU
[OLLHYS`WOHZLVM[OLWHUKLTPJH[HJVZ[VMTPSSPVU;OLIPSSYVZL[V
million once running costs and decommissioning are taken into account.39 The
YHWPKHUKLɈLJ[P]LJVU]LYZPVUVM[OLZLMHJPSP[PLZMYVTJVUMLYLUJLOHSSZHUKHYLnas to critical care hospitals was impressive yet the new hospitals were barely
used. The King’s Fund highlight the need for an investigation to determine the
YLHZVUZMVY5PNO[PUNHSL\UKLY\ZLJP[PUNTHU`WVZZPISLMHJ[VYZPUJS\KPUN[OL
nature of Covid-19 making it near impossible to transport severely ill patients,
[OLSVJH[PVUZVM[OL5PNO[PUNHSLZHUKOV^[OPZYLSH[LZ[VSVJHS5/:MHJPSP[PLZ
and the limited range of services falling short of what would be required to treat
HWH[PLU[Z\ɈLYPUNMYVT*V]PK ^P[OP[ZJVTWSL_P[PLZ40 Additionally, the role of
JOYVUPJ\UKLYZ[HɉUNPU[OL5/:T\Z[ILJVUZPKLYLKHZHJVU[YPI\[VY`MHJ[VY
(UV[OLYZ[YH[LN`LTWSV`LKI`[OLNV]LYUTLU[[VHKKYLZZ[OLPUÅ\_VM
Covid-19 patients was to turn to the private sector. In March 2020, the
WYP]H[LOVZWP[HSZLJ[VYHUK5/:,UNSHUKZPNULKHJVU[YHJ[[OH[^V\SKYLX\PYL
WYP]H[LOVZWP[HSJVTWHUPLZ[VTHRL[OLPYMHJPSP[PLZMYLLS`H]HPSHISLMVY[OL5/:
*V]PK LɈVY[PUL_JOHUNLMVY[OL5/:M\UKPUN[OLPYVWLYH[PUNJVZ[Z;OLIPSS
PZ[OV\NO[[VOH]LHTV\U[LK[VIPSSPVUPU[OLÄYZ[`LHY41
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0UYLHSP[`WYP]H[LOVZWP[HSZ^LYL\UKLY\[PSPZLKK\YPUN[OLÄYZ[HUKZLJVUK
waves. While it was hoped that private hospitals could provide a facility for
\YNLU[LSLJ[P]L5/:WYVJLK\YLZPUZ[LHK[OLHTV\U[VM5/:M\UKLKLSLJ[P]L
care work in private hospitals fell by 45% compared to the year before the
pandemic.42;OPZPZPUWHY[YLÅLJ[P]LVM\UKLYZ[HɉUNHJYVZZ[OLOLHS[OZLJ[VY
4HU`KVJ[VYZ^P[OPU[OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VYHSZV^VYRPU[OL5/:+\YPUN*V]PK 
ZVTLKVJ[VYZ^LYL^VYRPUNSVUNOV\YZPU[OL5/:HUKUV[H]HPSHISLMVY^VYR
in private hospitals. In summer 2020, the requirements on private hospitals in
the contract were revised downwards so that providers could restart private
^VYRHSVUNZPKL*V]PK 5/:^VYRHUK[VYLTV]LTHU`WYP]H[LOVZWP[HSZ
from the contract.
There are many factors that could be explored to identify the failure of
[OLZLTLHZ\YLZ[VWYV]PKLIL[[LYZ\WWVY[[V[OLJVYL5/:UV[SLHZ[WVVY
coordination and communication between stakeholders and the mismatch
IL[^LLUL_PZ[PUN5/:Z`Z[LTZHUK[OLHKKP[PVUHSJHWHJP[`[OH[^HZMV\UK
The public inquiry must examine why billions of pounds of investment in
5PNO[PUNHSLZHUKISVJRIVVRPUNZPU[OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VYKPKUV[[YHUZSH[L[VH
TLHUPUNM\SHSSL]PH[PVUVM5/:WYLZZ\YLZ

Practical improvements in facilities
(TVYLWVZP[P]LMLH[\YLVM[OLÄYZ[^H]L^HZNVVK^PSSMYVT[OLW\ISPJHUK
PUK\Z[Y`¶SLHKPUN[VWYHJ[PJHSPTWYV]LTLU[ZMVY5/:^VYRLYZ(ZWHUPJ
buying from anxious consumers left supermarket shelves empty, a sense
VMNVVK^PSSMVYMYVU[SPUL^VYRLYZLTLYNLK/*:(QVPULKJHSSZMVYWYV[LJ[LK
Z\WLYTHYRL[VWLUPUNOV\YZMVY5/:Z[HɈI`^YP[PUN[V*,6ZVMHSSTHQVY
supermarket chains, a policy which was enacted and became the norm.
Meanwhile the third sector and local businesses made generous donations of
MVVKWHJRHNLZ[V5/:^VYRWSHJLZPUZ\WWVY[VMZ[HɈ43 The public stood on
their doorsteps on Thursdays, clapping in appreciation of frontline workers, in
what became known as ‘Clap for Our Carers’. Meanwhile, health employers
HSZVTHKLZPTWSLPTWYV]LTLU[ZPUMHJPSP[PLZPUYLJVNUP[PVUVM[OLKPɉJ\S[PLZ
Z[HɈ^LYLMHJPUN/V[MVVKHUKV]LYUPNO[S\UJOIV_LZ^LYLWYV]PKLKPUZVTL
Trusts.44*HYWHYRPUNJOHYNLZ^LYLZ\ZWLUKLKPU:JV[SHUKHUK,UNSHUKMVY
5/:LTWSV`LLZH[[OLPY^VYRWSHJLZHTLHZ\YLHSYLHK`PUWSHJLPU>HSLZWYPVY
[V[OLWHUKLTPJ-YLLWHYRPUNMVY5/:^VYRLYZOHZSVUNILLUHJHSSVM[YHKL
\UPVUZPUJS\KPUN/*:(¶V\Y YLZLHYJOZOV^LKZ[HɈ^LYLWH`PUN
million a year simply to park at their workplaces.45 It took the pandemic for this
\UHJJLW[HISLº[H_»VUZ[HɈ[VILHJRUV^SLKNLK46
;OLZLTLHZ\YLZT\Z[ILYL[HPULK[VH]VPKÄUHUJPHSKL[YPTLU[MVY5/:^VYRLYZ
who continue to work long hours above and beyond the call of duty. Despite
outcries, the government has already reneged on parking passes for health
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and social care workers and volunteers, which ended free parking in local
authorities in July 2021 – and we are hearing of individual Trusts following
suit.47;OLNV]LYUTLU[HUK5/:,TWSV`LYZT\Z[ILTPUKM\SVM[OLHSYLHK`
MYHJ[\YLKYLSH[PVUZOPWIL[^LLUZ[HɈHUK[OLPYLTWSV`LYZHUK[OLOHYT[V[OPZ
YLSH[PVUZOPWYLTV]HSVMZ\JOILULÄ[ZJV\SKIYPUNWHY[PJ\SHYS`^OLUZ[HɈHYLZV
crucial to the Covid-19 recovery.

“

Personal protective equipment

In a battle against a highly
contagious and airborne virus,
5VWYV[LJ[P]LLX\PWTLU[H[HSSUVPUMVYTH[PVU
personal protective equipment
no training, no support and no swabs. When
(PPE) is essential. Without it, those
we tried to order our own [we were] told
exposed not only risk catching
public health have a supply they should
it themselves, but spreading it to
be distributing, nil so far. We were always
V[OLYZ:HKS`IV[OVM[OLZLJHTL[V
\UKLYZ[HɈLKHUK\UKLYM\UKLKUV^^LHYL
WHZZ^P[O*V]PK 5/:^VYRWSHJLZ
underprepared, this will break us
^LYLSH[LYJVUÄYTLK[VILHWYPTL
*3/HHGVVW0DUFK
source for infection as data from
5/:,UNSHUKYL]LHSLK6ULPUZL]LU
st
patients treated for Covid-19 between 1 August 2020 and 21st March 2021
caught it while in hospital, a total of 40,600 people.48 Even before we had a
M\SS\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVM:(9:*V=[OLPU[LYUH[PVUHSTLKPJHSJVTT\UP[`RUL^
77,^V\SKIL]P[HSPUV\YÄNO[HNHPUZ[P[
The term PPE covers a wide range of garments and equipment designed to
protect the wearer from catching or transmitting infection. In this context, PPE
refers to masks, gloves, gowns, googles, face shields (otherwise known as
visors) and aprons.
On 29th January 2020, the World Health Organisation published this advice on
the use of masks in healthcare settings: “Health care workers should wear a
TLKPJHSTHZR^OLULU[LYPUNHYVVT^OLYLWH[PLU[ZZ\ZWLJ[LKVYJVUÄYTLK
of being infected with 2019-nCoV are admitted and in any situation of care
WYV]PKLK[VHZ\ZWLJ[LKVYJVUÄYTLKJHZL\ZLHWHY[PJ\SH[LYLZWPYH[VYH[SLHZ[
as protective as a US National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
506:/JLY[PÄLK5 ,\YVWLHU<UPVU,<Z[HUKHYK--7VYLX\P]HSLU[
when performing aerosol-generating procedures”.49
As lockdown was announced on 23rd4HYJOHU/*:(ZUHWWVSS
demonstrated that 80% of hospital doctors did not feel safe, 69% were not
JVUÄKLU[[OH[[OL7\ISPJ/LHS[O,UNSHUKN\PKHUJL^HZHKLX\H[LHUKHM\Y[OLY
34% reported that their own employer was not following the guidance.
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-P]LTVU[OZSH[LY^L^LYLZ[PSSOLHYPUNZ[VYPLZMYVTZ[HɈVUZOVY[HNLZVM77,
and rationing:

“

As discussed in our previous
chapter on pandemic readiness,
the UK government should have
been prepared with a national
stockpile of suitable PPE. However,
even in the circumstances at the
start of 2020, the government could
have acted faster to procure more
supplies. For instance, they missed
several chances to join EU schemes
to bulk-buy PPE, which were
launched on the 28th February and
17th March.

My GP surgery that I work with is currently
struggling with stock of surgical facemasks
for PPE, recently we had a day where there
^LYLUVULMVYWH[PLU[ZVYZ[HɈ[V^LHY, and
at the moment we’ve had to stop giving them
[VWH[PLU[ZILJH\ZLVMSV^Z[VJRMVYZ[HɈ¯
We’ve had barely any from the CCG – I was
told we were given one box only and requests
for more had been ignored or delayed ... Our
practice has been buying their own but running
out of suppliers with stock now ܳ
*3&RYHQWU\WK-XQH

“

“

+RVSLWDOGRFWRU6RXWK:HVW(QJODQGWK0DUFK

+RVSLWDOGRFWRU,SVZLFKWK$SULO

We cover one of the cohort wards with
JVUÄYTLKWVZP[P]LWH[PLU[Z0^HZVU
it all weekend. We only have plastic
aprons, gloves and surgical masks.
There is 1 shared visor per bay (of 6
patients) for all healthcare workers.
No gowns or FFP3 masks. I’ve been
coughed on repeatedly. )V[O:/6Z
B:LUPVY/V\ZL6ɉJLYZDJV]LYPUN[OL
^HYKSHZ[^LLRHYLVɈZPJR0»TUV[Z\YL
how many other healthcare workers are
VɈ0»TQ\Z[^HP[PUN¯0[»Z[LYYPM`PUN¯0[
doesn’t feel safe examining a coughing
*V]PKWH[LU[VUO\TPKPÄLK6^P[O
an apron and a surgical mask. We still
don’t have visors.
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Yesterday my hospital ran out of
gowns. We had to use a pinny for
intubation on a baby as we didn’t
have any gowns available. In my
opinion that wasn’t that big of a risk
(babies produce very little aerosol
and mum wasn’t suspected as
positive). However, the lack of gowns
meant that for most of my shift (a
shipment came later in the afternoon)
we didn’t have sterile gowns to do
procedures. If a baby had been
born prematurely we wouldn’t have
had sterile gowns to put umbilical
SPULZPU;OLYLPZKLÄUP[LS`H
shortage.

“

EveryDoctor went on to deliver an open letter to
:PTVU:[L]LUZ[OLU*,6VM5/:,UNSHUKVU[OL th
We were worried about if
March 2020 to highlight the shortage of protection for
we were going to catch it,
MYVU[SPUL^VYRLYZ6U[OLZHTLKH`/*:(^YV[L[V[OLU
on our clothes. If our PPE
/LHS[O:LJYL[HY`4H[[/HUJVJRL_WYLZZPUNJVUJLYU
was good enough. This was
that
“hospitals across the country have been unable to
early as well, so we didn’t
HJJLZZZ\ɉJPLU[JHWHJP[`VM77,”. As a result, it warned,
OH]LHSV[VM77,¯(UK
then suddenly, we ran out of
OVZWP[HSZ^LYLVYKLYPUNOLHS[OJHYLZ[HɈ[V^VYRPU*V]PK
masks, and we had to hunt
 WVZP[P]LLU]PYVUTLU[Z^P[OV\[[OLWYV[LJ[PVUHɈVYKLK
down more, because we
even by Public Health England guidance in force at that
didn’t have any.
time. It added that some Trusts were breaching PHE
N\PKHUJLI`PUZ[Y\J[PUNZ[HɈPUJSVZLJVU[HJ[^P[ORUV^U
-XQLRU'RFWRU,QWHQVLYH&DUH8QLW
Covid-19 cases to come to work rather than self-isolate.
0U[OLHIZLUJLVM[LZ[PUNVYZ\ɉJPLU[77,[OLYLPZH
high likelihood that such local policies were subsequently responsible for
\UULJLZZHY`UVZVJVTPHSPUMLJ[PVUVMZ[HɈHUKWH[PLU[Z
+LZWP[LYLZWVUZPIPSP[`MVYHZPNUPÄJHU[WYVWVY[PVUVM[V[HS5/:WYV]PZPVU.7Z
also faced desperate shortages of PPE early in the pandemic response.50 The
ÄYZ[WVY[VMJHSSMVYTHU`ZLLRPUNHK]PJLHUK[YLH[TLU[MVY[OLUL^V\[IYLHRZ\YNLY`Z[HɈ^LYLHIHUKVULKHUKSLM[[VZV\YJLVYJYHM[[OLPYV^U77,MYVT^OH[ever materials they could lay their hands on. Meanwhile, universities were producing PPE through 3D printing and businesses were making donations to local
5/:MHJPSP[PLZ(Z^L^PSSJV]LYSH[LYPU[OPZYLWVY[THU`MYVU[SPUL^VYRLYZ^LYL
left footing the bill after having to source their own PPE for use in the workplace.

“

We’re a GP multisite surgery with over 20,000 patients. We received our PPE
`LZ[LYKH`VU[OLZHTLKH`^LOHKHJVUÄYTLK*V]PK0;<JHZLHKTP[[LKPU[OL
hospital 1/4 mile from the surgery. Two rolls of plastic pinnies, a few boxes of
standard gloves and four boxes of paper surgical masks, useful for our minor surgery
clinics, laughable really. We’ve decided to go our own way and advise patients we’re
actively trying to reduce footfall in the surgery and working/consulting phone or online
I`KLMH\S[WVZ[PUNV\[ZJYPW[ZSL[[LYZZPJRUV[LZHUKUV[VɈLYPUNKLZRJVSSLJ[PVU
We’ve also cancelled all non-urgent planned reviews cryo/minor surgery annual
reviews for next two weeks pending further developments. We don’t trust waiting
for the government. We’ve decided we’d rather be laughed at for going too early
than wait to be told we’ve missed the boat which we probably already have.
*31RUWK(DVW(QJODQGWK0DUFK
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“

The PPE was suboptimal and
out of date.
%LUPLQJKDP*3

An associate specialist in stroke rehab medicine, working in a community hospital
Z[YVRLYLJV]LY`\UP[PU[OL:V\[O>LZ["([[OLWVPU[[OPZWOV[V^HZ[HRLU*V]PK
swabs were by no means routine and ‘everyone’ was a potential risk.

;OHURM\SS`[OLYL^LYLZVTLL_JLW[PVUZ5V[L]LY`KVJ[VY^OVZOHYLK[OLPYL_periences with us felt endangered in their workplaces, though unfortunately even
in these less negative stories the same nationwide institutional failings appear.

“

I thought I should praise the ones who get it right as well. The trust I work in has
\UP]LYZHSS`KVUL^OH[7/,OHZHZRLKHS[LYLK;OPZPUP[ZLSMPZPUZ\ɉJPLU[I\[[OH[PZH
KPɈLYLU[KPZJ\ZZPVU¯The trust has even managed to source some waterproof
reusable boiler suits for AGPs when gowns started drying up. I will support
my trust of NOT being discriminatory, just being at the end of a UK universal
shortage of PPE and a painfully inadequate PHE directive.
+RVSLWDOGRFWRU6RXWK:HVW(QJODQGWK$SULO
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“

In terms of my own trust, my experience has
ILLUJVTWSL[LS`[OLVWWVZP[L¯we were
very good at getting the appropriate PPE,
even now [speaking August 2021], we have
HKLX\H[L77,HUKZ[VJRZVM]HYPV\ZKPɈLYLU[
things. Yes some things run out, but then there
is communication sent out immediately to say
^LOH]LUL^77,JVTLHUKNL[`V\YZLSMÄ[
tested.
)RFXVJURXSò+RVSLWDO&RQVXOWDQW6RXWK:HVW(QJODQG

“

I was a Junior Doctor working in ICU and it
^HZ[^VKPɈLYLU[^VYSKZ0U0*<^LOHKHSS
the gear, full PPE, FFP3, we had everything we
could possibly want, but if you had to go to a
^HYK`V\OHKUVJOHUJLVMNL[[PUNHU`[OPUN¯
people who were working on the ward had
barely anything ¯ZV`V\OHK[VTV]L^P[O
PPE that you had found on your own unit to
HZZLZZWH[PLU[Z^OPJOILJHTLX\P[LKPɉJ\S[

For a lot of doctors their PPE
situation depended on which
department or ward within a hospital
they worked in.
The weeks wore on and PPE
shortages continued. A survey by the
Royal College of Physicians released
on the 5th April 2020 found only 78%
of respondents could access the
PPE they needed.51(/*:(ZUHW
poll of members on the 7th April 2020
reported 37% of their Trusts did not
have an adequate amount of longsleeved gowns and 47% the same
in respect of full-face visors, while
44.5% of respondents said they had
purchased their own PPE.

By late March, Hancock had
admitted to “challenges” in the
provision of PPE.52 But not before he
OHKW\ISPJS`ILYH[LK5/:^VYRLYZMVY
overusing and misusing PPE, saying
)RFXVJURXSòKRVSLWDOGRFWRU.HQW
they “T\Z[[YLH[WYV[LJ[P]LLX\PWTLU[
like the precious resource that it
is”.53 In reality, the most precious
YLZV\YJL[OL5/:OHZPZP[Z^VYRMVYJL9H[OLY[OHUHKTP[[OLMHPSPUNZVMOPZ
own department in distributing an adequate supply, his decision to lambast
Z[HɈ^OV^LYLÄNO[PUN[OPZZ[PSSUV]LS]PY\ZMYVT[OLMYVU[SPULZ^HZHUPUZ\S[
And ultimately his comments were not followed by suitable actions. The
MVSSV^PUN:H[\YKH`[OLNV]LYUTLU[JSHPTLK[OLHYYP]HSVMHSHYNLVYKLYMYVT
Turkey which turned out to be incorrect.54 The order had only been placed that
:\UKH`HUK^OLUP[HYYP]LK[OLMVSSV^PUN;O\YZKH`[OLNV^UZ»X\HSP[`^HZ
found to be inadequate and they were subsequently useless.
On the 21st April, it was revealed in the press that thousands of experienced
PPE production companies had been trying to contact the government, only
to hear “nothing back”.55 By now 80 frontline healthcare workers had died from
Covid-19, and for the majority of doctors we and other health groups heard
MYVTPU[OLÄYZ[OHSMVMZOVY[HNLZJVU[PU\LK[VILJVTTVUWSHJL
Problems with PPE still did not end when stocks managed to arrive. Hundreds
of thousands of items did not pass basic safety standards.56 Yet another layer
VMTPZLY`HUKTPZ[Y\Z[^HZHKKLK^OLU5/:Z[HɈ^OVMLS[MVY[\UH[LLUV\NO
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to receive boxes of PPE which had supposedly passed safety protocols
discovered not only that they were out of date, but that steps had been taken
to literally cover up that fact using adhesive stickers.

“

1\Z[^HU[LK[VÅHN\W[OLTHZRPZZ\LHIV\[[OLTILPUNV\[VM
date – assume you’ve had loads of examples? This what we’ve
NV[¯Absolutely scandalous!
+RVSLWDOGRFWRU6RXWK(DVW(QJODQGWK0DUFK

“

3HZ[^LLR[OLVUS`THZRZH]HPSHISLMVYHSSZ[HɈVU[OL*V]PK^HYKZ
^LU[V\[VMKH[LPU¯;OLTHZRZ^LYLZ\YNPJHSTHZRZ^P[O
elastic bands to go around your ears. You couldn’t wear them for
more than about 30 seconds without having them slip down past
your nose. We were getting around it by tying knots in the elastic
MVYH[PNO[LYÄ[¯The fact these masks were 15 years past their
use by date aside, I think I speak for the majority in saying
that no-one felt particularly safe wearing them ¯6]LYHSS[OL
hospital has been quite proactive in terms of procuring PPE and
WYV[LJ[PUNP[ZZ[HɈ¶Z\ɉJL[VZH`0^HZHIP[KPZHWWVPU[LK[VÄUK
that these masks were the only option provided to us at the time.
They’ve since been replaced by in-date masks, but a week is a
long time to be caring for Covid positive patients without adequate
protection.
+RVSLWDOGRFWRU*UHDWHU0DQFKHVWHUVW0D\
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“

My hospital was not very prepared in terms
VM77,[OLYL^HZSHJRVM77,SHJRVMÄ[
testing which only materialised after a bit of
pressure on the CEO, there were messages
sent out by the hospital management not to
raise concerns on social media, threatening
us with disciplinary action. I reported this
BSHJRVM77,D[VTHUHNLTLU[HUK/*:(
and the BMA, raised it with other grassroots
orgs, went to my medical defence union,
and GMC, and recently the CQC as well. I
^LU[[V[OL/LHS[OHUK:HML[`,_LJ\[P]L
and they said to raise it internally, so it was
basically a circle.
)RFXVJURXSò+RVSLWDO&RQVXOWDQW%LUPLQJKDP

On top of the initial lack of adequate
PPE supplies and attempts to mislead
KVJ[VYZHUKZ[HɈPU[V[OPURPUNZVTLVM
the stock of PPE they received was in
date, were the barriers and associated
PZZ\LZ^OPJOHYVZL^OLUZ[HɈ[YPLK
to highlight their concerns over these
problems. This was either due to the
lack of a clear chain of command for
reporting problems, and fear from some
over the repercussions they might
Z\ɈLYPM[OL`[YPLK[V^OPZ[SLISV^VU
the situation. On 9th April the Guardian
reported a clampdown at local level
^P[OZ[HɈTLTILYZILPUN[OYLH[LULK
with disciplinary action if they did not
comply.57

But despite these ongoing disappointments from central government and
W\ISPJOLHS[OIVKPLZ5/:Z[HɈKPKUV[Z[HUKPKS`I`HUK^HP[MVYZVS\[PVUZ[V
be delivered. Instead, necessity proved to be the mother of invention, as many
doctors crafted their own PPE from any suitable materials they could get their
hands on, including bin bags, sanitary towels and rubber bands.

Doctors forced to use makeshift PPE
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Doctors also found they could rely more on the kindness of strangers than
they could on support from their national health bodies. The response and
generosity from businesses, individuals and local community groups was
absolutely overwhelming. Thousands of companies up and down the country
stepped up to donate supplies, or retool factories to produce face masks,
gowns or to 3D print face visors. This generosity should rightly be applauded,
but it should not have been required, and it should never have to be repeated.

Donated visor for GP made by a local school and its 3D printer

This doctor’s visor was donated by a 3D printing company, scrubs were handmade by seamstresses in
5VY[O3VUKVUHUKZ\YNPJHSTHZRZ^LYLKVUH[LKI`ILH\[PJPHUZHUK[H[[VVHY[PZ[Z

“

The impact of repeatedly misleading
claims on doctors was understood
:V^OPSL[OL`HYLL_WLJ[PUN[OLJ\YYLU[
I`ZVTLPU5/:THUHNLTLU[(Z
workforce to increase their hours to cope
5PHSS+PJRZVU[OLJOHPYVM,HZ[
with the demand, and potentially reduce their
Kent Hospitals Trust, told BBC
own immune system from being unrested and
Radio 4’s Today show in May 2020
tired, they will be putting those exact people in
making promises that are not kept
harm’s way by not providing adequate PPE.
“\UKLYTPULZJVUÄKLUJL” in the
+RVSLWDOGRFWRU(DVW/DQFDVKLUHWK0DUFK
NV]LYUTLU[HTVUNMYVU[SPULZ[HɈ58
And this was an understatement.
)V[O/*:(HUK,]LY`+VJ[VY^LYL
active contributors to the public domain at this time, taking every media
VWWVY[\UP[`[VKLMLUKMYVU[SPULZ[HɈHUKJHSSMVYPTTLKPH[LHJ[PVU
The lack of adequate PPE was not simply an institutional failing, it was an
PU[LUZLS`WLYZVUHSHZZH\S[VUKVJ[VYZ»SP]LZHUK[OLZHJYPÄJLZ[OL`OHKILLU
making. The strength of this feeling was the driving force behind the court
cases which EveryDoctor decided to pursue alongside Good Law Project
against the government, which made it to the High Court in May 2021.
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These lawsuits helped reveal the true extent of miscommunication, corruption
and wasted millions which surrounded the government’s actions to procure
PPE, much of which was either unusable or never delivered. During the worst
JYPZPZPU5/:OPZ[VY`[OLNV]LYUTLU[LU[Y\Z[LKSHYNLZ\TZVMW\ISPJTVUL`[V
companies with no experience in procuring safe PPE for healthcare workers.

“

The corruption involved was staggering
especially when you hear all these
investigations afterwards and especially with
the PPE contracts, and PPE that wasn’t even
up to standards, that couldn’t even be used,
and was essentially wasted.
)RFXVJURXSòKRVSLWDOGRFWRU1RUWK:HVW(QJODQG

:V^OPSL5/:Z[HɈ^LYL\UWYV[LJ[LK
PPE contracts were being handed
out by government ministers to “VIPs”
and associates including a pest
control company, a confectioner and
HMHTPS`OLKNLM\UK5V[VUS`^HZ
this a waste of taxpayers’ money,
but it endangered the lives of those
we needed the most during a public
OLHS[OLTLYNLUJ`¶V\YMYVU[SPULZ[HɈ

;OLZLJV\Y[JHZLZYLZ\S[LKPUTHU`ZOVJRPUNÄUKPUNZZ\JOHZTPSSPVU
gowns which were ordered and paid for and yet vanished into thin air, which
reinforced criticisms from many areas of the healthcare profession that there
was layer upon layer of incompetence within the government’s acquisition of
PPE. One example is the instance evidenced below, where an order for masks
was placed from a pseudonymised source (the government continues to argue
[OH[YL]LHSPUN[OLPYPKLU[P[`^V\SKJVTWYVTPZLUH[PVUHSZLJ\YP[`[OH[VɉJPHSZ
stated were “not acceptable” with a supplier who was a friend of a highYHURPUNNV]LYUTLU[VɉJPHS
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Because of the lack of national transparency or a centrally coordinated
approach, hospital departments struggled to allocate PPE in a planned or
LX\P[HISLTHUULY;OLJVUM\ZPVUHUKJVUÅPJ[[OPZJH\ZLK^HZHSZVYLMLYLUJLK
PU[OL/LHS[OHUK:VJPHS*HYLHUK:JPLUJLHUK;LJOUVSVN`*VTTP[[LL»ZQVPU[
report on Covid-19, which noted “[OH[[OLYL^LYLZPTPSHY[LUZPVUZV]LY77,
^OLYL7/,B7\ISPJ/LHS[O,UNSHUKD^HZYLZWVUZPISLMVYPZZ\PUNN\PKHUJLV]LY
[OL\ZLVM77,I\[UV[MVYWYVJ\YPUNVYZ\WWS`PUN[OLTH[LYPHS.”59
To mark our High Court trial, EveryDoctor took to the streets of central London
to highlight how reckless the government’s approach to PPE procurement
had been. Instead of providing adequate supplies, the government’s constant
empty assurances undoubtedly endangered the lives of healthcare workers,
their patients and the wider public.
/*:(LUJV\U[LYLK[OLZHTLPZZ\LZ;OYV\NOV\[[OL*V]PK JYPZPZ
members consistently raised concerns about a lack of clarity surrounding
[OLJVYYLJ[N\PKHUJLMVY[OL\ZLVM77,9LZWVUZLZ[V/*:(ZUHWZ\Y]L`Z
demonstrated an improved understanding as time elapsed, however hospital
doctors remained concerned about a complex and contradictory framework of
ever-changing advice. This was compounded by inconsistent implementation
H[SVJHSVYL]LUKLWHY[TLU[HSSL]LS;OLNV]LYUTLU[JVUÄYTLKPUYLZWVUZL[V
a parliamentary question that there had been 21 separate updates to Covid-19
infection prevention and control guidance between 1st January and 7th May
alone.60 The resulting confusion led to multiple policies being adopted locally,
sometimes even within the same hospital. There was also a perception that
[OLN\PKHUJLOHZVM[LUYLÅLJ[LKZ\WWS`YH[OLY[OHUZHML[`6ULWHY[PJ\SHY
example was the failure to mandate maskwearing in all areas of hospitals despite
(ZPNUPÄJHU[U\TILYVMWH[PLU[Z^P[O
extremely high levels of Covid-19 across the
Covid may be asymptomatic and
community and the unavailability of rapid
yet are able to transmit the disease
[LZ[PUN;OLZLMHJ[VYZLɈLJ[P]LS`THKLP[
to others. Doing aerosol-generating
impossible to tell who had Covid-19, whether
procedures without PPE, as things
WH[PLU[ZZ[HɈVY]PZP[VYZ
are at present, means that it is not a
question of if but when the healthcare
At the time PHE also mandated only
Z[HɈ^PSSNL[[OLPUMLJ[PVU[OLTZLS]LZ
wearing higher level FFP3 masks during
I have written to our Trust infection
high-risk aerosol-generating procedures
control lead to highlight these concerns
MVY¸Z\ZWLJ[LKVYJVUÄYTLKJHZLZ¹0U
but they are following the PHE’s
4HYJOMYVU[SPULZ[HɈ\UKLYSPULK[OL
guidance to the letter. This guidance is
impracticality of this policy in the absence
KLLWS`ÅH^LKPUT`VWPUPVUHUKVUS`
of any testing regime, reporting how they
^YP[[LU[VJVUZLY]L[OLPUZ\ɉJPLU[
had performed AGPs on apparent nonsupply of PPE equipment.
Covid-19 patients without PPE, only to learn
+RVSLWDOGRFWRU+&6$VQDSVXUYH\0DUFK
subsequently that the patient had been selfisolating due to Covid-19 symptoms.

“
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EveryDoctor lit up London with a series of
projections to mark their High Court trial with Good
Law Project against the government in May 2021
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“

I have seen or heard of patients being
intubated or extubated for one reason,
only for it to be discovered the next
day they were self-isolating due to
cough and fever, no PPE has been
used because they were asymptomatic
or not known to be symptomatic. This
problem is not isolated to theatre or
ICU. The silent infective phase can
HɈLJ[HSSHYLHZVM[OLOVZWP[HS

)V[O,]LY`+VJ[VYHUK/*:(W\ZOLKMVYH
IYVHKLULKKLÄUP[PVUVM77,HUKMVYNYLH[LY
provision, writing open letters to public
health bodies, working in partnership through
bodies such as the Aerosol Generating
Procedures Alliance, running public petitions
which garnered tens of thousands of
ZPNUH[\YLZHUKKLSP]LYPUNIYPLÄUNZ[V47Z

On 1st(WYPS/*:(JHSSLKW\ISPJS`MVY
HJOHUNLVMN\PKHUJL[VYLKLÄULLU[PYL
hospitals as a Covid-19-positive environment
+RVSLWDOGRFWRU+&6$VQDSVXUYH\0DUFK
and mandate surgical masks for all areas. In
a letter to Public Health England, President
Dr Claudia Paoloni warned: “:[HɈHUKWH[PLU[ZTH`UV[L]LUILH^HYL[OL`HYL
ZWYLHKPUN[OL]PY\ZILJH\ZL[OLZ`TW[VTZJHUILZVZSPNO[¯I`ZOPM[PUN[VH
WVSPJ`^OLYLZ[HɈHUKWH[PLU[ZHYLJVUZPKLYLKWV[LU[PHS*V]PK JHYYPLYZ^L
will be cutting the prospect of infection and reducing the chances of crucial
5/:Z[HɈILPUN[HRLUPSSH[[OL^VYZ[WVZZPISL[PTL.”61
Despite the clear and present risks right at the start of the pandemic, it was
not until 15th June 2020, another two and a half months later, that this warning
was heeded and facemasks were introduced in all areas of our hospitals.
;OLYL^HZHSZVJVUÅPJ[PUNHK]PJLMYVTPU[LYUH[PVUHSHUK<2IVKPLZVU[OL
SL]LSVM77,YLX\PYLK;OLÄYZ[YV\UKVM<2N\PKHUJLMLSSZOVY[VMZ[HUKHYKZ
ZL[I`[OL>VYSK/LHS[O6YNHUPZH[PVU^OPJOZWLJPÄLKHSSOLHS[OJHYL^VYRLYZ
should wear a mask, goggles, gown and gloves, and surgical masks in both
clinical and non-clinical areas.62 UK guidance had only set these standards for
Z[HɈ^VYRPUNPUKLZPNUH[LKºOPNOYPZRHYLHZ»^OLYL[OL`^V\SKILWLYMVYTPUN
aerosol-generating procedures (AGPs). This term itself went on to generate
criticism, with many highlighting the fact that many more medical procedures
than those listed include the risk of a patient generating aerosols, even by the
act of breathing. While medical organisations
YLWYLZLU[PUNZ[HɈHK]VJH[LKHZHML[`
When you think of the blatant
ÄYZ[HWWYVHJO[VN\PKHUJL^OPJO^V\SK
systematic corruption that has been
mean greater PPE use, there was staunch
evident with the present regime, where
resistance by policy-makers to acknowledge
they’ve scandalously wasted tens of
the potential risk of aerosol transmission in
billions of public money. Where you
enclosed spaces. It was only months later, as
have this culture of cronyism, mates,
more evidence emerged on the ability of viral
JO\T»ZJVU[YHJ[ZMVY77,¯It’s just
particles to linger in the air, that advice to the
cringe-worthy.
public caught up with what the workforce
)RFXVJURXSò+RVSLWDO&RQVXOWDQW%LUPLQJKDP
OHKHYN\LKHSSHSVUN;VKH`VɉJPHSTH[LYPHSZ
emphasise the need for good ventilation due

“
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to the existence of lingering infectious matter. Eventually, on 27th January
[OL<2/LHS[O:LJ\YP[`(NLUJ`\WKH[LKN\PKHUJLVUOLHS[OJHYLZL[[PUNZ
[VYLÅLJ[[OH[*V]PK JHUILZWYLHK[OYV\NOHPYIVYUL[YHUZTPZZPVUHUK
[OLYLMVYL--7THZRZZOV\SKILH]HPSHISL[VHSSZ[HɈ^VYRPUN^P[OWH[PLU[Z
^P[OZ\ZWLJ[LKVYJVUÄYTLK*V]PK 63 However, this information was not
adequately communicated to employers, leading to concerning variations in
practises between Trusts.
We recognise that blame for inadequate PPE supplies cannot solely rest on
the shoulders of national health organisations, sub-contractors and the UK
government. The WHO itself noted in a report from 19th March 2020 that “the
J\YYLU[NSVIHSZ[VJRWPSLVM77,PZPUZ\ɉJPLU[”.64 However, responsibility for the
lack of preparation and central coordination, wasted public funds, poor choices
in suppliers, lack of information, transparency and accountability all can be.
As healthcare professionals, we care about people, and we often go above
and beyond to help our patients, but this should not be at the risk of our own
SP]LZHUK[OLSP]LZVMV\YSV]LKVULZ5VTLTILYVM[OL5/:^VYRMVYJLZOV\SK
have been exposed to this virus at the level many were.
(JJVYKPUN[V/:,N\PKHUJLVUHWWSPJH[PVUVM[OLSH^¸It is an employer’s duty
to protect the health, safety and welfare of their employees and other people
^OVTPNO[ILHɈLJ[LKI`[OLPYI\ZPULZZ,TWSV`LYZT\Z[KV^OH[L]LYPZ
reasonably practicable to achieve this”.65:HML^VYRPUNJVUKP[PVUZHYL[OL]LY`
basic anyone should expect from their employer and the fact that so many
^LYLUV[VɈLYLK[OPZ^HZHUKZOV\SKYLTHPUPU[OLW\ISPJTPUKHZHUH[PVUHS
KPZNYHJL/*:(HUK,]LY`+VJ[VY^PSSJVU[PU\L[VJHTWHPNUMVYOPNONYHKL
--7THZRZ[VIL^PKLS`H]HPSHISL[OYV\NOV\[[OL5/:HUKHZHTPUPT\TMVY
L]LY`WH[PLU[MHJPUNZ[HɈTLTILY[VOH]LHJJLZZ[V[OLT

Safety measures for staff at work
PPE is an important part of a larger picture in infection control. Other known
risk factors for infection transmission within healthcare settings include
ZOVY[Z[HɉUNWVVYI\PSKPUNKLZPNUSHJRVM]LU[PSH[PVUV]LYJYV^KPUNHUK
inadequate testing.66:[HɈZOVY[HNLZILJVTLHYPZRMHJ[VY^OLUZ[HɈHYL
HZRLK[VTV]LIL[^LLUKPɈLYLU[HYLHZPU[OLOVZWP[HS[VWYV]PKLJV]LY
therefore potentially transmitting infection across the workplace. A reliance on
HNLUJ`VYIHURZ[HɈHSZVPTWHJ[ZVUPUMLJ[PVUJVU[YVSHZ[OLUH[\YLVM[OLPY
^VYRPU]VS]LZTV]PUNHJYVZZKPɈLYLU[^VYRWSHJLZMYVTKH`[VKH`)\PSKPUNZ
were transformed quickly to accommodate social distancing and ‘red’ and
‘green’ areas established to try to distinguish where higher PPE was required
K\L[VWLYJLP]LKKPɈLYLUJLZPU]PY\ZYPZR/V^L]LYTHU`VSKLYI\PSKPUNZKV
UV[SLUK[OLTZLS]LZ[VUL^PUMLJ[PVUJVU[YVSZ[HUKHYKZ^P[OPUÅL_PISLSH`V\[Z
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and poor ventilation, and high levels of community transmission undermined
the idea that any area could truly be Covid-19-free.
It is also important to recognise that each employee has an individual risk
WYVWLUZP[`HUK[OLYLMVYL[OLYLX\PYLKWYV[LJ[PVUZMYVT*V]PK JHUKPɈLY
5/:,UNSHUKHUK5/:0TWYV]LTLU[PZZ\LKN\PKLSPULZPU(WYPS[OH[
PUJS\KLKHYLJVTTLUKH[PVU[OH[LTWSV`LYZYPZRHZZLZZZ[HɈ^OV^LYL
deemed to be at higher risk from the virus.67;OPZPUJS\KLKZ[HɈMYVT)SHJR
Asian and minority ethnic groups in recognition of the disproportionate impact
of Covid-19 upon them. On 12th4H`[OL/LHS[O :HML[`,_LJ\[P]L
followed this up with a toolkit for employers on conducting individual risk
assessments to handle Covid-19, in line with employer duties under health
and safety legislation.68/V^L]LYHU/*:(Z\Y]L`PU1\ULMV\UK[OH[
two-thirds of respondents had not yet had individual risk assessments, which
led it to call for the consistent implementation of risk assessments for every
5/:Z[HɈTLTILYHZHTH[[LYVM\YNLUJ`69
Clinically extremely vulnerable colleagues were sent home as part of the
government’s ‘shielding’ guidance, with strict limits on social contact in
order to protect those deemed most vulnerable from the virus. This group
experienced isolation more severely and for a greater period of time than the
YLZ[VM[OLWVW\SH[PVU6ULZ[\K`ZOV^ZJSPUPJHSS`ZPNUPÄJHU[HU_PL[`YH[LZYVZL
from 27% pre-Covid-19 to 54% during Covid-19 in those deemed clinically
vulnerable.70.V]LYUTLU[JOHUNLZPUN\PKLSPULZ^LYLWHY[PJ\SHYS`KPɉJ\S[MVY
shielding colleagues who were expected to return to the workplace at various
points during the pandemic, when the virus was deemed to be less of a risk,
then sent home again as guidelines changed.71

“

There was a lack of testing, mainly for
people who were symptomatic but
^LYLU»[Ä[[PUNPU[V[OL7\ISPJ/LHS[O
England testing criteria, who didn’t have
a cough or loss of smell etc. but they
had regular headaches or were tired all
the time, or sore throats, which would
not allow you to have a test but these
are some of the symptoms which were
^LSSRUV^U:Vguidelines should’ve
been expanded to allow a greater
amount of testing [in] around April or
May 2020, when the CDC in America
expanded their list of symptoms.

)RFXVJURXSò+RVSLWDO&RQVXOWDQW%LUPLQJKDP
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Test and Trace
The government Test and Trace scheme,
launched on 28th May 2020, soon gained notoriety for its failure to deliver on targets despite
HNPNHU[PJIUI\KNL[-HJ[VYZPTWHJ[PUN
on performance included an overreliance on
MVYWYVÄ[WYP]H[LZLJ[VYÄYTZHUKJLU[YHS
JVU[YVSSPTP[PUN[OLLɉJPLUJ`VMSVJHSH\[OVYity teams. Reports of employees not being
provided with any work, and operations run
from primitive Excel spreadsheets, exposed
the poor governance of the contact tracing
side of the scheme.720U1\ULH5H[PVUHS
(\KP[6ɉJLYLWVY[MV\UK[OH[^OPSLWLYMVYmance of the scheme had improved over time,

PULɉJPLUJPLZJVU[PU\LKZ\JOHZJVZ[S``L[\U\ZLKJHWHJP[`[OLWYVJ\YLTLU[VM
providers without competitive tendering and an over-reliance on private consultancies to carry out contact tracing. Local authorities reported that engagement
has improved, but data-sharing remained inadequate.73
The ‘testing’ element of the scheme has also been plagued with issues and in
August 2020 demand far outstripped supply for tests for those displaying Covid-19 symptoms. Doctors and other healthcare workers were reporting three-day
^HP[ZMVYHIVVRPUNH[H[LZ[JLU[YL;OPZ[YHUZSH[LK[VPUJYLHZLKZ[HɉUNWYLZsures as health workers were forced to isolate at home for prolonged periods
while awaiting test results. The government stated on 3rd:LW[LTILY[OH[
the situation was improving, and that by Friday 4th:LW[LTber “UVVULZOV\SKILHZRLK[V[YH]LSTVYL[OHUTPSLZ
GP surgery in Oxford – 6
to get a test” – but the situation carried on throughout the
TLTILYZVMZ[HɈVɈ[VKH`
autumn.74 Finally, on 21st:LW[LTILY[OL/LHS[O:LJ– 1 GP, 2 nurses, 1 physioretary announced a priority testing service for the health
therapist and 2 receptionists.
service. Yet despite the urgency of the situation, in a poll by
5VULVM[OLTJHUNL[H[LZ[
EveryDoctor of 26,000 doctors more than a week later on
despite trying all weekend.
29th:LW[LTILY VMYLZWVUKLU[ZYLWVY[LK[OH[
*32[IRUGWK6HSWHPEHU
there was no priority service for their healthcare facility, nor
had they been informed that one was being set up.

“
“

I spent much of Tues evening and night and Weds morning attempting to get a
test on the gov.uk website. It suggested Leicester to me, and then also Telford and
Edinburgh airport (I live in Ely). I made a decision not to travel so far, as I would likely
have to make a stop with my toddler, and I couldn’t justify making a long trip while
symptomatic. I know of colleagues who travelled to Telford, but I didn’t feel this was
at all the right thing to do. I managed to get home kits booked after refreshing the
page innumerable times. The tests arrived Thursday 10th mid-morning and I sent
[OLTVɈ[OLZHTLKH`-HZ[MVY^HYK[V[VKH`B4VUKH`DHUK0OH]LUV[OHKHYLZ\S[
yet. I was due to do four night shifts starting tonight and HR have been helpful and
put these out as locums. I have missed two working days last week (I am LTFT). My
ZVUHUK0HYLIV[O^LSSHUK0MLLSÄ[[V^VYR0^HZVUOVSK^P[O MVYV]LYHUOV\Y
last night with no answer, and over half an hour this morning just after 07:00 with no
answer, and a new recorded message stating that it would not be possible for them
to chase a test result. I know that others are in far worse positions than me, but I am
so angry with the testing system. I felt guilty feeling equivocal about the cough and
whether that merited a test given the scarcity of them, and now I feel guilty that I am
well and unable to work because I haven’t received a result. In May/June I was able to
access drive-through sites very close to me (between 1-15 or so miles) and received
results quickly on both occasions.
3V\FKLDWU\WUDLQHH(DVWRI(QJODQGWK6HSWHPEHU
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0U5V]LTILYHZ`TW[VTH[PJZ[HɈ[LZ[PUN^HZHSZVYVSSLKV\[MVY5/:
workers.75 This was a welcome measure in infection control, although there
HYLJVUÅPJ[PUNHZZLZZTLU[ZVMLɉJHJ`VM[OLSH[LYHSÅV^[LZ[Z7/,HUK
Oxford University reported a false positive rate of just 0.32% and a detection
rate of 76.8% for all PCR positive individuals.76*VU[YHYPS`[OL<:-VVKHUK
+Y\N(KTPUPZ[YH[PVU-+(W\ISPZOLKH^HYUPUNV]LYZPNUPÄJHU[JVUJLYUZVU
performance of the tests and subsequent false positives or negatives leading
to worse health outcomes.77 It is clear that testing alone does not guarantee the
safety of doctors and other health professionals – testing can only supplement
adequate infection control which is best achieved through high-grade PPE,
KPZ[HUJPUNTLHZ\YLZHUKZ[YPJ[JSLHUPUNYLNPTLZHUKZHMLZ[HɉUNSL]LSZ
As restrictions eased in summer of 2021, community infection led to a further
Z[HɉUNJYPZPZ^P[OPU[OL5/:HUK[OLWOYHZLºWPUNKLTPJ»^HZJVPULK^OPJO
PU[OL5/:ZH^JVSSLHN\LZILPUNºWPUNLK»I`[OL;YHJRHUK;YHJLHWWHM[LY
coming into contact with someone with Covid-19, and resultantly required to
Z[H`OVTLHUKPZVSH[L6UL;Y\Z[YLWVY[LKZ[HɈPUPZVSH[PVUH[VUJL78
The impact of community transmission would not have been so acute on the
5/:OHKP[LU[LYLK[OLWHUKLTPJ^P[OHKLX\H[LZ[HɉUNSL]LSZ;OLZLYPV\Z
Z[HɉUNZP[\H[PVUWYVTW[LK[OLNV]LYUTLU[[VLHZL[OL*V]PK N\PKLSPULZ
further, no longer requiring isolation for asymptomatic key workers and those
who have been double-vaccinated.79

“

0HTH*VUZ\S[HU[PU*OLZOPYL4`^PMLPZH.7¯(M[LYHÅ\YY`VM
coryzal symptoms in our children last week, my wife developed
HJV\NOHUK[LTWLYH[\YLVU:\UKH`UPNO[:OLJVU[HJ[LKOLY
practice and tried to arrange a priority test via her CCG. This
WYV]LKPTWVZZPISL>LHSZVHWWSPLK]PHT`LTWSV`LYMVYZ[HɈHUK
MHTPS`[LZ[PUN5LP[OLYVM[OLHIV]L`PLSKLKHU`MHZ[OLSWZVT`
wife got a walk-in test after a one-hour quest on Monday lunchtime
0Z\IZLX\LU[S`NV[HJHSSMYVTZ[HɈ[LZ[PUNH[!VU4VUKH`
HM[LYUVVUI`^OPJOWVPU[ZOL»KHSYLHK`OHKH[LZ[;OLSHK`H[Z[HɈ
testing told me [OL`»KOHK[LZ[YLX\LZ[ZMYVTZ[HɈPUT`;Y\Z[
alone on Monday morning (this is with a background of regular
YV\[PULZ[HɈ[LZ[PUNHZ^LSS¶T`;Y\Z[LTWSV`ZWLVWSL
ZV VMZ[HɈVUVULKH`HSVULWe are still awaiting results
but have been warned that viral swabs currently face a 5-7 day
backlog. Currently we are both working from home while trying to
JHYLMVYV\YJOPSKYLU¯0OLHYK[OLOLHS[OZLJYL[HY`YLZWVUK[VHU
urgent question yesterday stating that the majority of tests are back
within 24 hours. This does not currently seem to be the case.
&RQVXOWDQW&KHVKLUHWK6HSWHPEHU
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0U6J[VILY5/:;LZ[HUK;YHJLZ\ZWLUKLK[LZ[WYVJLZZPUNVWLYH[PVUZ
at a megalab after it was estimated to have produced up to 43,000 false
negative PCR results between 2nd:LW[LTILYHUKth October, primarily
HɈLJ[PUNYLZPKLU[ZVM[OL:V\[O>LZ[VM,UNSHUK*SLHYS`MHSZLULNH[P]L
results represent a major failure to control the virus, as people infected with
Covid-19 are wrongly told they do not have the virus and do not isolate.80 By
18th6J[VILYJHZLZPU[OL:V\[O>LZ[OHKYPZLUZOHYWS`[V[OLOPNOLZ[
case numbers the region had seen during the pandemic.81 It is highly likely
that some of this spike can be attributed to the errors of the Test and Trace
processing lab.
;OLZOVY[JVTPUNZVM;LZ[HUK;YHJLOPNOSPNO[H^PKLYÅH^PU[OLNV]LYUTLU[»Z
predisposition towards privatised solutions. For example, Deloitte overseeing
Lighthouse Labs which were ultimately unable to get tests done quickly
enough.82:PTPSHYS`:LYJV^HZVULVM[^VJVTWHUPLZPU]VS]LKPU[OLJVU[HJ[
tracing system that regularly missed the government’s own targets.83 While
LTISHaVULK^P[O5/:IYHUKPUNZ\JO]LU[\YLZOHKHSTVZ[UV[OPUN[VKV^P[O
[OL5/:HUKSLK[VTPSSPVUZVMW\ISPJTVUL`ILPUN^HZ[LK

“

The second wave

(Z[OLÄYZ[^H]LZ\IZPKLKZ\TTLY
2020 was an opportunity for the
From a basic geographical standpoint if you’re
government to take stock and plan
an island you have a distinct geographical
for the winter. The more contagious
advantage over other nations, and the fact
Delta variant had begun to arrive
that they [the government] had people coming
in the UK, yet international borders
in and out at the beginning with no testing,
remained open despite expert
no minimal quarantine and no checks, and
warnings.
Inaction and delay
track and trace being essentially useless,
characterised this period. Despite
massively contributed to people spreading it to
JHSSZMYVT/*:(PU(WYPSMHJL
whomever.
coverings were only made mandatory
)RFXVJURXSò67-XQLRU'RFWRU1RUWK:HVW(QJODQG
MVY5/:Z[HɈHUKOVZWP[HS]PZP[VYZ
on 15th June 2020.84;OPZ^HZÄUHSS`
extended to retail on 24th July 2020.85 In August that year, the government
launched Eat Out To Help Out, a discount scheme designed to boost the
economy by encouraging the public to dine out in restaurants. University of
Warwick research attributed between 8-17% of Covid-19 cases in August and
LHYS`:LW[LTILY[V[OLZJOLTL86
(Z^PU[LYHWWYVHJOLKJHSSZNYL^MVYHUH[PVUHSºÄYLIYLHR»SVJRKV^U
and school closures, yet these were ignored in favour of local lockdowns.
The three-tier system, where regions were assigned restrictions according to
Covid-19 status, did not account for people moving between boundaries, and
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rules such as curfews on bars led to large numbers of people assembling
[VNL[OLYV\[ZPKLH[VUJL*HZLZHJJLSLYH[LKHUK[OL5/:^HYULKVMV]LYSVHK
^P[O[OL^PU[LYÅ\ZLHZVUVU[OLOVYPaVU,]LY`+VJ[VYSH\UJOLKP[Z7YV[LJ[
5/:>VYRLYZWSLKNLHUKNHPULK[OLZ\WWVY[VM47ZMVYP[ZÄ]LJHSSZ!


Priority access to testing for health and social care workers and their
household members, within 24 hours of onset of symptoms.

 PPE for all health and social care workers in line with World Health
Organisation standards.
 A fair death-in-service package for all bereaved families of health and
social care workers who have tragically died of Covid-19 in the line of
their work.
 Fair sick and isolation pay arrangements for all health and social care
^VYRLYZPUJS\KPUN[LTWVYHY`HUKSVJ\TZ[HɈ
 Provision of accommodation for health and social care workers living
with vulnerable people.
Finally, England moved into national lockdown on 31st October 2020, over a
month after a 21st:LW[LTILYTLL[PUNVM:(.,OHKHK]PZLK[OLNV]LYUTLU[
to do so with the Prime Minister justifying the lockdown to resistant
Conservative MPs as a means to avoid a “medical and moral disaster” for the
5/:870[^HZWYVTV[LKI`+V^UPUN:[YLL[HZHZOVY[TLHZ\YLULLKLKPUVYKLY
to ‘save Christmas’, a pledge which was to come back to haunt the nation and
V\Y5/:
;OLÄ]L^LLRKLSH`PUPTWSLTLU[PUNHUH[PVUHSSVJRKV^U^HZW\ISPJS`
criticised by government adviser Professor Andrew Hayward who said had
a lockdown been implemented immediately “^L^V\SKKLÄUP[LS`OH]LZH]LK
thousands of lives”.88 The one-month lockdown served to suppress daily case
numbers from a seven-day average of 22,330 on 31st October to 14,400 when
it ended on 2nd December.89 Yet within 48 hours cases again began to rise
exponentially as the more transmissible Delta variant swept across the country.
It would take over three months and a new national lockdown before the
seven-day average fell below 15,000 again, on 7th February 2021.90
;^V^LLRZVUMYVT[OL5V]LTILYSVJRKV^U[OL^YP[PUN^HZHSYLHK`VU[OL
^HSSHZJHZLU\TILYZZWPYHSSLK\W^HYKZYLSLU[SLZZS`/*:(»ZPU[LYUHSHUHS`ZPZ
VMYPZPUNOVZWP[HSU\TILYZZOV^LKJSLHYS`[OH[VU[OLJ\YYLU[[YHQLJ[VY`5/:
hospitals faced being swamped. Despite this, the government appeared
IV\UK[VP[ZWSLKNL[VºZH]L*OYPZ[THZ»HWVZP[PVU/*:(»Z7YLZPKLU[IYHUKLK
“kamikaze”.91 It was only on 19th December, with daily cases passing 27,000
and a record 16,000 Covid-19 patients being cared for in hospital beds, that
[OL<2HUKKL]VS]LKNV]LYUTLU[ZÄUHSS`YLZWVUKLK^P[OH[YPTTPUNKV^U
of numbers for household mixing and the loosening of restrictions only on
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Christmas Day itself. However, the last-minute nature of these limited steps
^HZIV\UK[VPTWHJ[VU[OLPYLɈLJ[P]LULZZ^P[OTHU`VM[OLW\ISPJYLS\J[HU[
to alter plans at short notice or in a position where they had already travelled
elsewhere for Christmas.
As hospitals were inundated with a record number of Covid-19 patients in
the run-up to the new year, the government appeared paralysed in the face
VMNYV^PUNJHSSZMVYHUL^UH[PVUHSSVJRKV^U/*:(^HYULKW\ISPJS`VU th
December that, without a new lockdown, hospitals would collapse within
days.92 Yet it was not until 4th January 2021, with cases passing 76,000 in a
single day and more than 30,000 Covid-19 patients occupying hospital beds,
[OH[[OL7YPTL4PUPZ[LYÄUHSS`TV]LK[VJHSSHMYLZOUH[PVUHSSVJRKV^U93
-VY[OLYLZ[VM1HU\HY`[OL5/:HUKP[ZZ[HɈ^LYLSLM[JVUMYVU[PUN[OL
grim consequences of this delay. The UK reached the tragic milestone of
100,000 Covid-19 deaths. This was soon followed by the UK’s ‘deadliest day’
of the pandemic on 19th January, with a total of 1,485 deaths.94
,]LY`+VJ[VYHUK/*:(^LYLYLJLP]PUNYLWVY[Z[OH[HTI\SHUJLZ^LYL\UHISL
[V\USVHK*V]PK WH[PLU[ZILJH\ZL( ,KLWHY[TLU[Z^LYLM\SS:[HɉUN
levels continued to drop and beds were in short supply.95 With hospitals in
Greater Manchester and Liverpool full with Covid-19 patients, they were
forced to care for them and others in corridors. Meanwhile, arrangements
^LYLW\[PUWSHJL[VZOHYLYLZV\YJL[OYV\NOV\[[OL5/:^P[OWH[PLU[ZTV]LK
HYV\UK[OLJV\U[Y`PU^OH[^HZHUPUJYLKPISL[LHTLɈVY[HUKHKLLWS`
Z[YLZZM\S[PTLMVYZ[HɈ0[PZPUL]P[HISL[OH[NV]LYUTLU[PUKLJPZPVUHUKKLSH`
JH\ZLK\UULJLZZHY`KLH[OZPU[OPZWLYPVKV]LYSVHKLK[OL5/:HUKPU[\YU
added to future waiting lists.

“

>LOH]LMV\YQ\UPVYZVɈMYVTVUL^HYK^P[O
Z[YLZZ:[PSSUVYLKLWSV`TLU[HUKKLZWP[L
elective operations being stood down, surgical
juniors are not being released to Covid wards.
It needs a push from above. In the words of
one junior – the Trust values saving money
above our well-being and safety and that of our
patients.

“

By the time of the second
wave we knew more about
which people were at higher
YPZRHUKZ[HɈOHKOHKYPZR
assessments done.

)RFXVJURXSò+RVSLWDO&RQVXOWDQW
%LUPLQJKDP

+RVSLWDOGRFWRUWK1RYHPEHU
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National vaccination programme
As the winter wave progressed and the UK population was subject to a stayat-home order, the government and public pinned their hopes on the newly
launched vaccination programme. In contrast to Test and Trace, the UK’s
vaccination programme had a successful start, administering more vaccine
doses per head than any other country in the world.96(ZPNUPÄJHU[MHJ[VY^HZ
[OLKLJPZPVU[VY\U[OLWYVNYHTTL[OYV\NO[OL5/:HUKPU[\YU[OLL_WLY[PZL
^P[O^OPJO[OL5/:^VYRMVYJLKLSP]LYLK[OLWYVNYHTTL:PY:PTVU:[L]LUZ
OLHKVM5/:,UNSHUKHUKPUJOHYNLVMYVSSPUNV\[]HJJPUH[PVUH]VPKLK[OL
pitfalls of outsourcing or developing new models that had plagued Test and
Trace. Instead, the strategy in England depended on tapping into pre-existing
7YPTHY`*HYL5L[^VYRZ¶LɈLJ[P]LS`NYV\WZVM.7Z^OPJO[OLTZLS]LZJS\Z[LY
PU[V*SPUPJHS*VTTPZZPVUPUN.YV\WZ.7Z^LYLHK]PZLK[OH[^P[OPUL]LY`7*5
one surgery would be designated a vaccination hub. It wasn’t without logistical issues, as GPs were given a short deadline to decide whether to agree
to the proposals yet with very little information as to what was being asked of
them. In particular, there appeared to be no planning for how primary care was
to be delivered to the populations normally covered by vaccine hub practices.
5VUL[OLSLZZ.7Z\YNLYPLZZWY\UNPU[VHJ[PVU[VHZZPZ[^P[O[OLKLSP]LY`/VZpital and mass vaccination sites also played a pivotal role in the programme.97
On 30th December 2020, the government changed rules suddenly on spacing
of vaccine doses, causing delays for many vulnerable health workers in
receiving their second injection.98 The decision was made to prioritise greater
HJJLZZ[VÄYZ[KVZLZHUK[OLYLMVYLHOPNOLYU\TILYVM]HJJPUH[LKPUKP]PK\HSZ
than timely second doses. Yet this change was poorly communicated with
little planning, leading to the short-notice cancellation of thousands of
appointments for health workers in high-risk environments who were then left
PUSPTIVH^HP[PUN[OL[VW\W]HJJPUH[PVU/*:(HUK,]LY`+VJ[VYSH\UJOLK
calls for every healthcare worker to be vaccinated by the end of January.

“

As a GP working at the front line during the Covid pandemic remaining unvaccinated
ÄSSZTL^P[OKYLHK5V[Q\Z[MVYT`ZLSMY\UUPUN[OLYPZRVMJVU[YHJ[PUN*V]PKMYVT
HWH[PLU[HUKK`PUN5V[Q\Z[MVYT`MHTPS`^OV^V\SKSVZL[OLPYT\THUKTHPU
breadwinner, and who risk getting it because I bring it home. But also for my patients,
many of whom are vulnerable, whom I may infect or, in the event of my illness or
death, leave without health care. The toll that would also place on my colleagues
having to take up my share of the work is unthinkable. There is no slack in the system
to allow for me to be absent.
*31RUWK:HVW(QJODQGWK-DQXDU\
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“

My day-to-day shift pattern massively
JOHUNLKLZWLJPHSS`PU[OLÄYZ[^H]L
We were doing 12 or 12 and a half
hour days, and we were doing three
VU[OYLLVɈZ^P[JOPUNIL[^LLUKH`Z
HUKUPNO[ZMVY`V\Y[OYLLKH`ZVɈ
you were asleep to be brutally honest,
because after three nights you were
knackered, and then after three long
days you were knackered. It was just
quite relentless and the continuous
switching between them was very
KPɉJ\S[HUK[OH[^HZQ\Z[ZV^LOHK
more people on the unit out-of-hours
basically, because we had a higher
volume of patients meant that we
needed so many doctors on each shift.
;OH[»ZOV^V\Y;Y\Z[JHTL[VZ[HɈP[
But it was very, very knackering and
especially doing it for six months.
)RFXVJURXSò,&8-XQLRU'RFWRU.HQW

Despite the initial success, over 2021 vaccine
take-up slowed. On 20th October 2021
around 67% of the UK population was fully
vaccinated, making the UK 32nd in the world
and behind countries such as Portugal and
:WHPU99 As winter approached, health and
JHYLZ[HɈHUK]\SULYHISLTLTILYZVM[OL
public began to receive further vaccinations.
Meanwhile recent moves to vaccinate
school children have happened later than
other European countries, rolling out to 12
to 15-year-old children in England from
21st:LW[LTILY100 This was four months
after the European Medicines Agency had
recommended vaccination in over-12s
from 28th May 2021, which saw many EU
countries beginning their rollout over the
summer months.101 While commissioned
I`[OL5/:[OL:JOVVS(NL0TT\UPZH[PVU
:LY]PJLMYLX\LU[S`JVU[YHJ[ZWYP]H[LWYV]PKLYZ
to operate in schools, and it is yet to be seen
^OL[OLY[OPZ^PSSY\UHZLɉJPLU[S`HZ[OLPUP[PHS
5/:SLK]HJJPUH[PVUWYVNYHTTL

“

0[BZ[HɉUND^HZX\P[LZ[YL[JOLKPU0*<^OLU[OL`JOHUNLK[OLY\SLZHIV\[OV^THU`
WH[PLU[ZHU0*<U\YZLJV\SKSVVRHM[LYK\YPUN[OLWHUKLTPJ5VYTHSS`P[»ZVUL[V
one for level 3, and two-to-one for a level 2 patient. But during the pandemic it was
essentially three or four level 3 patients to 1 ICU nurse, and as good as an ICU nurse
JHUILSVVRPUNHM[LY[OYLLSL]LSWH[PLU[Z^OVHYL]LY`ZPJRPZPUJYLKPIS`KPɉJ\S[ I
fully appreciate they did their best but things happen and things are missed and
care is delayed, they [patients] wouldn’t have gotten the same care they would’ve
done with a one-to-one ICU nurse.
)RFXVJURXSò+RVSLWDO-XQLRU'RFWRU.HQW
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“

0[NLU\PULS`MLLSZSPRLHZ5/:^VYRLYZ^LHYLVUS`NVVKLUV\NO[VILJHUUVUMVKKLY
and allowed to risk our lives and put our families at risk by doing so every day at
work, yet when it comes to our personal lives which often are our coping mechanisms
[OLU^LHYLUV[HSSV^LK[VKVIHZPJ[OPUNZ^OPJOHYLHSV[ZHMLY[OHUNVPUN[V^VYR¯0
OH]LHNLU\PULMLHYVMNL[[PUN[OL]PY\ZHUKLUKPUN\WHUV[OLYMYVU[SPUL5/:Z[H[PZ[PJ
and the most horrible thing about that, I fear that I would be lying on my deathbed
thinking back to the last however many months of my life during lockdown where all
I was allowed to do was work and could not do any of the things that usually have
brought meaning to my life outside work. Including seeing my loved ones, or being
hugged by my boyfriend. Or seeing my brother. I have the same fear for my family
members if they were to catch it from me, Or from visiting the supermarket.
I hope that it doesn’t come to that. But I hope the government realises that these are
[OL[`WLZVM[OV\NO[Z[OH[[OLPYMYVU[SPUL5/:Z[HɈHYLOH]PUN0KVUV[[OPUR0HTHSVUL
in that. 4VYL[OHUVUJL0OH]L^VUKLYLKPM0ZOV\SKTHRLZ\YLHSST`ÄUHUJLZL[J
are in order ‘just in case’, or if I should write a ‘just in case’ note to my family and
friends, ‘just in case’ my work causes me to contract Covid due to inadequate
77,0KVUV[SPRL[OLZ[H[ZHTVUNZ[OLHS[OJHYLZ[HɈ5VHTV\U[VMJSHWWPUNVU
a Thursday night can take these genuine fears away¯0^PSSJVU[PU\L[VKVT`
QVISPRLL]LY`V[OLY5/:HUKJHYL^VYRLY[V[OLILZ[VMT`HIPSP[`HUKHS^H`Z^P[OH
smile and compassion and kindness even though some days inside I may be crying or
[YLTISPUN^P[OMLHYVYIV[O0Z[OH[^OH[P[PZ[VILHU5/:KVJ[VYPU&
*36FRWODQGQG0D\

GPs
7YPTHY`*HYLKVJ[VYZHUK[OLPYZ\YNLY`Z[HɈOH]LILLUULNSLJ[LKHUK
scapegoated by the media, statutory bodies and the government throughout
the pandemic. This is despite the twin facts that primary care has had to
absorb higher levels of demand from patients unable to access secondary
and tertiary hospital services, alongside a pre-existing and longstanding GP
shortfall of around 7,000 doctors, meaning that primary care provision was
already strained under normal circumstances.102
4\S[PWSLOLHS[OZLJYL[HYPLZOH]LWYVTPZLK[VÄ_[OPZ0U1LYLT`/\U[
pledged to increase the GP workforce by 5,000 by 2020.103 In 2019, Matt
Hancock pledged to increase the GP workforce by 6,000 by 2024/5.104
/V^L]LYULP[OLYOLHS[OZLJYL[HY`[VVR[OLZ[LWZULJLZZHY`[VM\SÄS[OLZLHPTZ
The reality is that there are 1,904 fewer full-time GPs in 2021 than there were in
2015.105(JJVYKPUN[VH)4(Z[HɈZ\Y]L`PU1\S`K\L[V[OLZL^VYRMVYJL
ZOVY[HNLZVUH]LYHNLLHJOM\SS[PTL.7PU[OL5/:J\YYLU[S`KVLZM\SS[PTL
roles. That is an additional 11-12 hours extra per week per full-time doctor.106
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August 2021

61,032,314

August 2020

60,423,015

August 2019

59,957,750

August 2018

59,234,413

1XPEHURIUHJLVWHUHG
*3SDWLHQWVLQ(QJODQG
:V\YJL!;HISLI\PS[^P[O
KH[HMYVT5/:+PNP[HS

In the UK in 2019, there were just 76 GPs per 100,000 people.107
In comparison, in 2018 Cyprus had 105 per 100,000, Belgium 115
and Portugal 244. At the same time, the total number of patients
registered at GP surgeries has been increasing year on year
TLHUPUN[OH[SPRLL]LY`HYLHVM[OL5/:.7Z^LYLL_[YLTLS`
stretched even before the pandemic began.

.7Z^LYLPUZ[Y\J[LK[VTV]LPTTLKPH[LS`[VHKPɈLYLU[^H`VM^VYRPUN
on 19th March 2020, utilising telephone consultations as one method to
keep communities safe during the pandemic.108 Many pushed back on this
instruction due to concerns for their patients’ safety – although just a few
months later it was GPs who were again criticised by politicians and the press
for having made the switch to remote surgeries. Far from closing their doors
and hiding behind their phones, most GP practices have been extremely
busy for the past 18 months. A quarter of a million more appointments
were carried out by GPs in the third week of August 2021 compared to the
same pre-pandemic week in 2019.109 An Ipsos Mori survey found patients
HYLHJ[\HSS`TVYLZH[PZÄLK^P[O[OL[`WLVMHWWVPU[TLU[[OL`^LYLVɈLYLK
recently compared to that which they were receiving before the pandemic,
a rise from 74% in July 2019 to 82% in July 2021.110 Despite general levels
of satisfaction, the rise of anti-GP rhetoric across the media and by some
MYVU[ILUJOWVSP[PJPHUZ¶PUJS\KPUN[OLUL^/LHS[O:LJYL[HY`:HQPK1H]PK¶OH]L
led to a sharp rise in levels of verbal and physical abuse. In one instance
this culminated in a terrifying attack in a surgery in Manchester injuring four
TLTILYZVMZ[HɈHUKYLZ\S[PUNPUH.7HUKHUV[OLYTLTILYVMZ[HɈILPUN
taken to hospital.111
We all rely on primary care as patients and colleagues. It is the foundation
\WVU^OPJOT\JOVM[OLPUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLVM[OL5/:YLZ[ZHUKP[JVTWYPZLZHU
enormously compassionate workforce who are dedicated to the care of their
communities. However, the numbers of GPs taking sick leave, early retirement
VYX\P[[PUN[OLWYVMLZZPVUHS[VNL[OLYPZVU[OLYPZL6UJLHNHPU^LMHJLHJSPɈ
edge. If we do not improve the working lives of our GPs soon, patients and the
wider health of our communities will face an even greater struggle.

“Freedom Day”
The 19th July 2021 was heralded ‘Freedom Day’, as the government removed
almost all remaining restrictions in England, including mandatory maskwearing and social distancing measures. This approach diverged from the
devolved nations, and guidelines on mandatory mask-wearing continued
PU>HSLZ:JV[SHUKHUK5VY[OLYU0YLSHUKHZ^LSSHZT\JOVM,\YVWL0U
:LW[LTILYHM\Y[OLYYLSH_H[PVU^HZYLJVTTLUKLKI`[OL<2/LHS[O
:LJ\YP[`(NLUJ`PUJS\KPUNHSLZZLUPUNVMZVJPHSKPZ[HUJPUN^P[OPUOLHS[O
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settings and a downgrading of cleaning requirements to standard rather
than enhanced.112 We are deeply concerned about the impact of lessening
WYV[LJ[PVUZVU[OLZHML[`VM[OL5/:^VYRMVYJLWHY[PJ\SHYS`HZ^L^PSSNVVU[V
discuss, with the high prevalence of long Covid in this group.
6ULMHJ[VYPZ[YHUZTPZZPVU^P[OPUZJOVVSZHUK:(.,L_WLY[Z^HYULKPU
August 2021 that we were likely to see a spike as schools returned.113 This
^HZJVUÄYTLKI`[OL6ɉJLMVY5H[PVUHS:[H[PZ[PJZKH[HMVY[OL^LLRLUKPUN th
October, which demonstrated that cases had risen to the extent that 8.1% of
children in secondary school years 7 to 11 in England were estimated to have
Covid-19 in that single week.114

The Omicron variant
>OLU[OLÄYZ[JHZLVM[OL6TPJYVU]HYPHU[^HZPKLU[PÄLKPU[OL<2VU[O
5V]LTILYP[ZPUJYLHZLK[YHUZTPZZPIPSP[`^HZHJH\ZLVMNYLH[JVUJLYU
Cases were doubling at 2.5 days and little was known about the severity
of the strain.115 The Government responded by funnelling resources into
[OLHJJLSLYH[PVUVM[OL]HJJPULIVVZ[LYWYVNYHTTL;OL5/:YVZL[V[OL
JOHSSLUNLVUJLHNHPUYLKLWSV`PUNZ[HɈH[ZWLLKHUKJYLH[PUNWVW\WZP[LZ
to vaccinate the public as quickly as possible. ‘Plan B’ measures were also
introduced, including compulsory face coverings, mandatory Covid-19 passes
for visiting larger venues and a reintroduction of the work from home guidance.
Ultimately, these measures did not halt the inevitable jump in cases as
families gathered over Christmas and the highly transmissible variant spread
through the generations. It was estimated that one in 10 people in London had
*V]PK PU[OLÄUHS^LLRVM+LJLTILYHUKVULPUPU,UNSHUK116
>P[OZVTHU`VM[OLW\ISPJPU*V]PK PZVSH[PVUHZ[HɉUNJYPZPZIYVRLV\[
HJYVZZ[OL5/:5LHYS`OLHS[OJHYLZ[HɈ^LYLHIZLU[MVY*V]PK 
related reasons on 5th January 2022.117 This represents an increase of greater
than 400% from 5th December 2021. This extraordinary leap created huge
WYLZZ\YLZVU[OL^VYRMVYJLSLHKPUN[V5/:;Y\Z[ZPU,UNSHUKKLJSHYPUNH
“critical incident” in January 2022. Furthermore, with no requirement for Trusts
to declare ‘critical incident’ status, it is likely this measure understates the
problem, with many Trusts facing the same issues undeclared.118:VTL;Y\Z[Z
were left with no option but to suspend or delay non-urgent procedures.
The saving grace of the Omicron variant is the lesser severity of its symptoms
in comparison to the Delta variant. Whilst January 2021 saw a surge in
Covid-19 hospitalisations up to 4,583 per week, in January 2022, the rise
in hospitalisations had a lower peak at 2,612 admissions. This has given
cause for Government to unwind the ‘Plan B’ restrictions in place and row
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back on the mandatory vaccine policy for healthcare workers. The devolved
NV]LYUTLU[ZPU:JV[SHUK5VY[OLYU0YLSHUKHUK>HSLZHSZVTV]LK[VLHZL
measures, albeit at a more gradual and cautious pace.
Whilst there appears to be light at the end of the tunnel for this year’s winter
pressures, it is important to remain mindful of the incredibly stressful period
OLHS[OJHYL^VYRLYZOH]LNVUL[OYV\NO6TPJYVUYLX\PYLK5/:Z[HɈ[VÄSS
impossible rota gaps, and led to another Christmas without time to rest,
recharge and connect with family. And the pandemic is far from over, with
220 Covid-19 deaths across the UK in the last week of January.119;OL5/:
workforce that desperately needs to rest must also be prepared to respond to
the possibility of a future, more virulent strain.

“

6UL[OPUN0^PSSZH`0KPKMLLSHIP[S\JR`PU[OLÄYZ[^H]L^OLU
everyone had to isolate at home, at least we got to go to work,
JOH[[VV[OLYWLVWSLJOH[[VV\YJVSSLHN\LZHUK0KPKÄUK[OH[
team bonding did improve in that time because essentially we
were the only people you could talk to face to face, as opposed
to everyone else who was stuck at home and that enhanced our
team ethic.
)RFXVJURXSò,&8-XQLRU'RFWRU.HQW
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“Wbute arewe aredoctors,
also
human beings
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3

Caring for our colleagues
As restrictions required the public to stay home for their own
safety, frontline workers were expected to do the opposite.
This chapter will explore the physical, psychological and
economic impact felt by doctors who stepped up to respond
to the pandemic. Firstly examining the implications for
KVJ[VYZ^OVJVU[YHJ[LK*V]PK PUJS\KPUN5/:KLH[OZ
the disproportionate impact of the pandemic on BAME
colleagues and the experience of long Covid. The chapter
will also consider how the pandemic impacted on the
wellbeing of the medical profession, in particular the mental
toll of working in extremely stressful circumstances, and
the wider economic impact of the pandemic. Finally, it will
discuss the interruption to training and implications thereafter
for the careers of doctors in the future.

“

0^HZVUUPNO[ZOPM[ZMVY[OLÄYZ[^LLRLUKHM[LY[OL<2^LU[
into lockdown and it felt like just driving towards the Apocalypse.
There were literally no other cars on the road. It was like being
PUHOVYYVYÄST
-XQLRU'RFWRUZRUNLQJLQDQDHVWKHWLFVDQG,78WKURXJK&RYLG

NHS deaths
-PYZ[HUKMVYLTVZ[^LZLLR[VWH`[YPI\[L[V5/:^VYRLYZ^OVSVZ[[OLPY
SP]LZ0U[OLÄYZ[^H]LVM[OLWHUKLTPJZ[\KPLZ^LYLJVUJS\ZP]L[OH[OLHS[O
and social care workers were at higher risk of contracting Covid-19.120,121
Data also points to an increased likelihood of health workers experiencing
severe Covid-19, determined by hospitalisation or death – in one study, the
increased risk was sevenfold.122 There were 1,561 recorded deaths as a result
of exposure to Covid-19 amongst health and care workers between 9th March
2020 and 7th May 2021 in England and Wales.1230U:JV[SHUKKLH[OZYLSH[LK
to Covid-19 of health and social care workers have been recorded to date.124
<UMVY[\UH[LS`Z\JOKH[HPZUV[H]HPSHISLMVY5VY[OLYU0YLSHUK
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These perturbing statistics represent heroes of the pandemic, who lost their
lives in service to the public. We have already demonstrated the lack of
protection in place for key workers at the beginning of the pandemic. These
Z`Z[LTPJWYVISLTZJVU[YPI\[LK[V[OLKLH[OZVM5/:^VYRLYZ

“

“

-XQLRU'RFWRUZRUNLQJLQDQDHVWKHWLFVDQG,78
WKURXJK&RYLG

)RFXVJURXSò+RVSLWDO&RQVXOWDQW
6RXWK:HVW(QJODQG

[Describing putting a patient on a ventilator]
Being that person at the top, instrumenting
the airways, putting yourself in the direct
path of all those Covid particles that the
patient is producing because they’re so
sick: that’s what puts you at risk of getting
sick yourself.

0WLYZVUHSS`Z\ɈLYLKSV[ZVM
tragedy, I lost four friends
PU[OLÄYZ[^H]LHUK[^VPU
the second wave, which was
terrible. It just seemed an awful
thing to happen, but that’s life I
suppose.

Death in service benefits
The UK government has gone part-way to recognising the risk that workers
^LYLHZRLK[V[HRLI`THRPUNHYLJVNUP[PVUWH`TLU[[VMHTPSPLZVM
eligible workers in England who die from coronavirus in the course of their
frontline essential work.125:PTPSHYZJOLTLZHYLHSZVPUWSHJLPU:JV[SHUKHUK
Wales.
@L[[OL+LWHY[TLU[VM/LHS[OHUK:VJPHS*HYLJVUÄYTLK[OH[HZVMst July
[OLYLOHKILLUVUS`Z\JJLZZM\SJSHPTZ[V[OL5/:HUK:VJPHS*HYL
*VYVUH]PY\Z3PML(ZZ\YHUJL:JOLTL126 This represents only a third of eligible
families receiving the payment they are entitled to. Furthermore, those usually
PUYLJLPW[VM<UP]LYZHS*YLKP[OH]LMV\UK[OLTZLS]LZPULSPNPISLMVYILULÄ[Z
after receiving the payment.1274LHU^OPSL[OLZJOLTLH]HPSHISLPU:JV[SHUK
excludes social care, leaving bereaved families without recompense.128
It is clear the scheme is not functioning as it should, and does not go far
LUV\NO;OLYLZWLJ[P]L<2HUK:JV[[PZONV]LYUTLU[ZT\Z[KVTVYL[V
THRL[OLZLZJOLTLZLɈLJ[P]L(Z[HY[PUNWVPU[^V\SKIL[VPU]LZ[PUYHPZPUN
awareness of the scheme as well as practical support with applications. It is
vital that bereaved families receive the support to which they are entitled.
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Disproportionate impact on BAME doctors

“

Another thing the pandemic has highlighted is health inequality.
)RFXVJURXSòKRVSLWDO&RQVXOWDQW6RXWK:HVW(QJODQG

A Public Health England (PHE) analysis of the factors impacting on outcomes
MVY*V]PK OHZJVUÄYTLKOPNOLYYPZRMVYVSKLYTLUPUNLULYHSHUK)SHJR
Asian and minority ethnic (BAME) members of the population of all ages in
particular.129(SHYTPUNS`PU[OLÄYZ[ML^TVU[OZVM[OLWHUKLTPJHUHS`ZPZ
ZOV^LKV\[VM[OLÄYZ[ <2KVJ[VYZ[VKPLVM*V]PK ^LYL)(4,;OPZ
YLWYLZLU[Z  VMKLH[OZPUHZ[HɉUNNYV\W^OLYL HYL)(4,;OL
vast majority of the doctors to die were also male and the median age was
LJOVPUN[OLOPNOLYYPZRMHJ[VYPKLU[PÄLKI`7/,;OLZHTLHUHS`ZPZHSZV
MV\UKTVYL^PKLS`HJYVZZHSS5/:Z[HɈNYV\WZ[OH[ VMKLH[OZ^LYLMYVT
an ethnic minority background, despite a much lower 23% of the workforce
JVTPUNZ[HɈMYVTHUL[OUPJTPUVYP[`IHJRNYV\UK
;OLSH[LZ[KH[HZL[MYVT65:ZOV^Z[OH[PU[OLÄYZ[^H]LPU,UNSHUK[OLYH[L
of death amongst the public was highest for the black African group, at 3.7
times higher for a black African male than a white British male.130 In the second
^H]L[OLKPɈLYLUJLIL[^LLU^OP[L)YP[PZOHUK)HUNSHKLZOPHUK7HRPZ[HUP
TVY[HSP[`PUJYLHZLKHUKMVY)HUNSHKLZOPNYV\WZ[OPZYLWYLZLU[LKHÄ]L[PTLZ
greater likelihood of death in Bangladeshi males than white males. Even
adjustments for location, disadvantage, occupation, living arrangements and
pre-existing health conditions left black and south Asian groups at higher risk
than white British groups in the second wave.
It is clear that the coronavirus pandemic has exacerbated existing inequalities
and their impact. The reasons for the high death rates of BAME individuals
are undoubtedly complex and multifactorial, encompassing structural health
inequalities, underlying health issues and socio-economic reasons. This
L_[YHJ[MYVTHU,]LY`+VJ[VYIYPLÄUNKLSP]LYLKVU[OLth April 2020 analyses
[OLZLÄ]LMHJ[VYZHZJVU[YPI\[VY`[V[OLKPZWYVWVY[PVUH[LU\TILYVM)(4,
healthcare worker deaths:
• 0U[OL5/:)(4,Z[HɈHYLTVYLSPRLS`[VIL^VYRPUNPUQ\UPVY[LTWVYHY`
roles and they are inherently less supported in a healthcare system with
a known racial pay gap and poor BAME representation in senior roles.
)(4,Z[HɈTHRL\W VM[OL5/:^VYRMVYJLI\[VUS` VMZLUPVY
managers are BAME. This drops to 6.4% at a very senior level.131 Junior
HUK[LTWVYHY`Z[HɈÄUKP[TVYLKPɉJ\S[[VZWLHR\WHIV\[^VYRWSHJL
KPɉJ\S[PLZZ\JOHZSHJRVM77,
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• The BMA ran a survey which found BAME healthcare workers are more
SPRLS`[VILW\[PUºOV[^HYKZ»^P[O*V]PK WH[PLU[Z:P_[`MV\YWLYJLU[
of BAME doctors have felt pressured to work in settings with inadequate
PPE where AGPs are carried out, exposing them to risk of infection,
JVTWHYLK^P[O VMKVJ[VYZ^OVPKLU[PÄLKHZ^OP[L132
• BAME healthcare workers are more likely to belong to poorer
socioeconomic groups with higher rates of child poverty, overcrowded
or multigenerational households, and ill health; all these factors increase
risk of contracting the virus from others.133
• There are underlying health issues amongst some groups within the
BAME community such as increased risk of heart disease, diabetes
HUK=P[HTPU+KLÄJPLUJ`/V^L]LY[OLL]PKLUJLIHZLZOV^PUNKPYLJ[
correlation between these risk factors and susceptibility to Covid-19 is
not yet robust.
• Finally, we know that BAME doctors are more likely to be referred to
the GMC than their white colleagues. A study released in June 2019
states “KPZWYVWVY[PVUH[LYLMLYYHSZVM)(4,KVJ[VYZ[VÄ[ULZZ[VWYHJ[PJL
processes could be driven by poor induction and support, working
patterns which leave them isolated, and poor feedback by managers”.134
This fear of referral to the GMC contributes to a doctor’s inability to
advocate for themselves in pressurised situations; impacting BAME
doctor’s ability to access safe PPE.
BAME doctors are placed in an impossible situation where advocating for their
health and safety often results in irrevocable career detriment. This in turn
JYLH[LZHUKL_HJLYIH[LZ[OLL[OUPJP[`WH`NHW/*:(OPNOSPNO[LK[OLPTWHJ[
of institutional racism on pay and called for action in the Review Body on
+VJ[VYZ»HUK+LU[PZ[Z»9LT\ULYH[PVU-VY[`5PU[O9LWVY[MVY135 Without
tackling systemic racism within the health sector and wider society, BAME
colleagues will continue to experience disproportionate impact from Covid-19,
ultimately leading to preventable deaths.
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Two case studies of BAME EveryDoctor members facing barriers
in their workplaces to obtaining safe PPE:
1.

2. A BAME ED member:
“I was very upset about the conversation I
had with the chief executive. The last thing
we need is an atmosphere of intimidation
HUKI\SS`PUNI\[[OH[PZOV^0MLLS:OL
approached us in front of numerous
colleagues, also in the queue, and likely
some members of the public as well. I
couldn’t believe that she threatened to send
me home for wearing a surgical face mask
and ‘causing panic’, when colleagues are
calling in sick almost on a daily basis and the
majority of the public are wearing their own
face masks anyway. I have not been made
aware of any formal trust policy about not
wearing surgical face masks within the trust,
outside of ED.”
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Long Covid
0U(WYPS[OL65:YLWVY[LK[OH[OLHS[OZLY]PJL^VYRLYZ^LYL[OL
occupational group with the highest prevalence of self-reported long Covid at
3.6% of the entire workforce.136 This is deeply concerning for a health service
[OH[PZHSYLHK`Z[Y\NNSPUN^P[OZ[HɉUNZOVY[HNLZHUKYLJV]LY`0[PZOPNOS`
likely that many health workers experiencing long Covid contracted the virus
H[^VYRHUK[OLYLMVYL[OL5/:T\Z[TP[PNH[L[OLYPZRI`\WNYHKPUNWYPTHY`
protection measures including making FFP3 masks available.
:`TW[VTZVMSVUN*V]PKPUJS\KLIYHPUMVNMH[PN\LWHPUHUKIYLH[OSLZZULZZ
-VYZVTL[OLZLHYLZVZL]LYL[OH[P[PZPTWVZZPISL[V^VYR^OPSLV[OLYZÄUK
Z`TW[VTZJVTLVUZ\KKLUS`50*,N\PKLSPULZHYLUV^H]HPSHISL[VHZZPZ[TLKical practitioners in diagnosing and treating the condition, yet it will be familiar
to many through personal experience and that of their colleagues.137 Funding
VMTOHZILLUJVTTP[[LKI`[OL5H[PVUHS0UZ[P[\[LVM/LHS[O9LZLHYJOPU[V
15 studies to expand knowledge of the condition.138 In the meantime, the health
service must invest in raising awareness and combating stigma.
:VTLJV\U[YPLZYLJVNUPZLSVUN*V]PKHZHUVJJ\WH[PVUHSKPZLHZLHUK
compensate workers who have contracted it – but there appears to be no
appetite from the UK government to follow suit.139 There has also not yet been
a legal test case that determines long Covid to be a disability. The Trades
<UPVU*VUNYLZZHUKJVSSLJ[P]L5/:[YHKL\UPVUZHYLWSH`PUNHUPTWVY[HU[YVSL
PUSVII`PUN5/:IVKPLZMVYYPNO[ZMVYLTWSV`LLZ^P[OSVUN*V]PKPUJS\KPUN
enhanced sick pay and, where necessary, redundancy pay.140;OL5/:T\Z[
do everything it can to support colleagues experiencing long Covid to remain
in the workforce, including making reasonable adjustments regardless of
whether the employee is considered protected under the Equality Act 2010.

“

Trying to talk to people openly without being judged, it’s quite
KPɉJ\S[^OLU[OLYL»Z[OH[SHJRVM\UKLYZ[HUKPUN
)RFXVJURXSò+RVSLWDO&RQVXOWDQW%LUPLQJKDPZLWKORQJ&RYLG
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“

Mental health and wellbeing impacts

It has impacted family life, purely
because I work longer hours so you
can’t do the things that you would
normally do, and I’ve carried a lot of
^VYROVTL¯I feel guilty about it but
I have a duty for my work.

The Covid-19 recovery must mean recovery for
the workforce. The physical and psychological
impact of the pandemic on the medical
profession cannot be understated.

We are extremely concerned by responses to
/*:(»ZSH[LZ[+VJ[VYZH[>VYRZ\Y]L`^OLYL
70.3% of respondents described morale in
)RFXVJURXSò+RVSLWDO&RQVXOWDQW6RXWK:HVW
their workplace as very low or low and one
(QJODQG
in 10 hospital doctors reported they had had
suicidal thoughts in the last 12 months.141 In
the face of the unknown, and given little direction or protection from central
IVKPLZTHU`KVJ[VYZTHKLZHJYPÄJLZ^OPJO[VVROLH]`WLYZVUHSHUK
emotional, as well as physical, tolls, such as living apart from their families.
While actions like this improved the immediate safety of their patients and
their loved ones, it denied doctors access to their usual crutches of emotional
Z\WWVY[>P[OML^LY[VVSZH]HPSHISL[VYLZ[VYL[OLPY^LSSILPUNHM[LYKPɉJ\S[
shifts, burnout became more likely.

“

My registrar that I was with, he lived in a hotel for three months. We didn’t know if he
^HZ[HRPUNP[OVTLVUOPZJSV[OLZTHRPUNOPZMHTPS`ZPJR¯OLIV[OOHK[OLZ[YLZZ
of being separated from his toddler [and] he had to kind of manage as well, like,
engaging with him every day and all that, his wife had to look after his son. That’s a
big stress.
-XQLRU'RFWRU,QWHQVLYH&DUH8QLW

The psychological impact of Covid-19 has been felt across society. The dayto-day anxiety of a life-threatening infection has been particularly stark for
vulnerable groups and their relatives. Many have experienced bereavement or
are themselves battling with the impact of long Covid. Meanwhile, separation
from loved ones with social distancing measures and travel restrictions meant
total isolation at points for those living alone and, contrarily, the stress of being
JVUÄULK^P[OJSVZLYLSH[P]LZMVYV[OLYZ*SVZ\YLZVMSLPZ\YLMHJPSP[PLZOVZWP[HSP[`
venues, entertainment and retail left day-to-day life dramatically pared back.
This meant the usual respites after a stressful day at work no longer existed for
much of society.
4HU`5/:Z[HɈJVUZJPV\ZVM[OLOLPNO[LULKYPZRVM^VYRPUNPUHOLHS[OZL[[PUN
moved out of their family homes to prevent transmission between the workplace and their loved ones.142 Temporary accommodation included camper]HUZHUKOV[LSZ^OLYLZ[HɈSP]LKMVYTVU[OZVULUK^P[OV\[HU`JVU[HJ[^P[O
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[OLPYMHTPSPLZ;OPZZLSÅLZZHJ[LUHISLKMYVU[SPUL^VYRLYZ[VWYV[LJ[[OLPYSV]LK
ones while continuing to support the families of others every day at work.
Frontline workers could not retreat from Covid-19 and faced an increase
VM^VYRWSHJLZ[YLZZ+PZ[\YIPUNS`PUHZ[\K`VM0*<Z[HɈ¸almost half
reported symptoms consistent with a probable diagnosis of post-traumatic
stress disorder, severe depression or anxiety or problem drinking”.143
-HJ[VYZPKLU[PÄLKI`[OLZ[\K`HZYLSL]HU[^LYLSVUN^VYRPUNOV\YZJHYPUN
responsibilities compounded by lockdown school closures, and troubles with
PPE supplies leading to increased anxiety around Covid-19 infection.
º4VYHSPUQ\Y`»^HZHSZVPKLU[PÄLKHZHZ[YLZZVYYLMLYYPUN[VHJVUKP[PVUJYLH[LK
by encountering moral dilemmas. Making potentially life-threatening decisions
over access to care on a daily basis has been shown to trigger symptoms
HRPU[V7;:+PUZVTLKVJ[VYZ;OPZJVTLZ^P[OHUPUJYLHZLKYPZRVMZ[HɈ
experiencing litigation as a result of medical decisions made during the
WHUKLTPJ/*:(KH[HZOV^ZVULPUÄ]LOVZWP[HSKVJ[VYZL_WLYPLUJLKTVYHS
injury in 2021.144/*:(^VYRLKPUJVHSP[PVU^P[O[OL4LKPJHS7YV[LJ[PVU:VJPL[`
to campaign for emergency legislation that would protect medical professionals
from inappropriate legal challenge when treating Covid-19 patients.145 Yet
[OLNV]LYUTLU[KLJPKLKHNHPUZ[PU[YVK\JPUNLTLYNLUJ`SLNPZSH[PVU/*:(
remains concerned that actions taken by health professionals at the height
of the pandemic, and under extremely stressful working conditions, could
still in future lead to retrospective legal claims. This could result in medical
professionals facing criminal convictions and GMC referrals.146

“

0U[OLÄYZ[^H]LL]LY`VUL^HZZ^HTWLK0^HZNVPUNOVTL
absolutely exhausted and having a cry. At one point we ran out
of ventilators. It was a terrifying time.
-XQLRU'RFWRULQ(PHUJHQF\0HGLFLQH

4LHU^OPSL[^V[OPYKZVMYLZWVUKLU[Z[V/*:(»ZZ\Y]L`KLZJYPILKMLLSPUN
‘unreasonably stressed at work’ about half the time or more, a 5% increase on
2019/20.147:[YLZZPZHUVI]PV\ZZPKLLɈLJ[VMH[LUZL^VYRPUNLU]PYVUTLU[PU
^OPJOKPɉJ\S[KLJPZPVUZOH]L[VILTHKL
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“

0[»Z]LY`KPɉJ\S[[VJVU]L`V]LYHWOVUL[VHUL_[VMRPUOV^\U^LSSZVTLIVK`PZ0[
^HZL_[YLTLS`KPɉJ\S[[VJVU]PUJLWLVWSLLZWLJPHSS`WLVWSL^OVKPKU»[[OPUR*V]PK
^HZH[OPUN[OH[[OLPYYLSH[P]L^HZL_[YLTLS`\U^LSSHUKK`PUNPUZVTLJHZLZ¯^OLU
they’d seen their relative come in with shortness of breath or a cough and then now, two
or three days later, I’m telling them they’re going to die. Obviously pre-pandemic you
would bring them in, have a chat, have them see their relative, and I think that massively
OLSWZIYPUNP[OVTL)\[V]LY[OLWOVUL[OH[KVLZU»[OHWWLUHUKP[»ZL_[YLTLS`OHYK¯
I’m not complaining but it was quite an arduous task to bring them round to how
unwell their relatives were, and that was a daily occurrence¯0[KPKOLSW^OLU[OL`
brought in the video chats and the i-pads but in the beginning we didn’t have that or the
YLZV\YJL^HZU»[H]HPSHISLZVP[^HZT\JOT\JOTVYLKPɉJ\S[
)RFXVJURXSò,&8-XQLRU'RFWRU.HQW

“

0SLM[[OH[ZOPM[OH]PUNH[[LUKLK[^VYLSH[P]LS`[YH\TH[PJHYYLZ[Z¯HUKNV[VU[OLI\Z
to go home and just felt physically exhausted, but also just emotionally, drained and
numb. The concept of coming back to work after I’d had a sleep just felt completely
trivial and I couldn’t quite muster up the energy to even think about that let alone
HJOPL]LP[¯0JV\SKU»[IYPUNT`ZLSM[VNV\W[OLZ[HPYZ[VNL[PU[VT`ÅH[^OLU0
got home, I was so exhausted PUL]LY`^H`HUKZH[VU[OLZ[LWZV\[ZPKLT`ÅH[HUK
called one of my best friends from medical school and just spoke to her about what
happened and how it had made me feel and had a bit of a cry about it on the phone,
which made me feel better.
-XQLRU'RFWRU,QWHQVLYH&DUH:DUH

Psychological issues have undoubtedly been compounded by physical
exhaustion from working long hours. Yet there has been little time to
YLJ\WLYH[LHUKPU1HU\HY`SLZZ[OHUOHSMVM/*:(Z\Y]L`YLZWVUKLU[Z
indicated they would be able to take full annual leave allowance in the current
leave year.148 The mean average number of days taken was 16 since the start
VM[OLWHUKLTPJ^P[OHTLKPHUVM4LHU^OPSLZVTL5/:;Y\Z[ZZV\NO[
to resolve the issue through encouraging
Z[HɈ[V[YHKLHUU\HSSLH]LMVYTVUL`PUH
It was very hard to get locum cover so
‘buy back leave’ scheme, which ignores the
I had to do lots of extra shifts and work
]P[HSULLKMVYZ[HɈYLZ[HUKYLJV]LY`>LOH]L
on call to cover colleagues’ absence,
also received anecdotal reports from doctors
and that takes its toll as you’re
VM5/:LTWSV`LYZKPZHSSV^PUN\U\ZLKSLH]L
exhausted and tired all the time.
[VILJHYYPLKV]LYSLHKPUN[VZ[HɈSVZPUN
)RFXVJURXS+RVSLWDO&RQVXOWDQW6RXWK:HVW(QJODQG
out as a result of their contribution to the
pandemic response.

“
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“

“

-XQLRU'RFWRU

)RFXVJURXSò,&8-XQLRU'RFWRU.HQW

I was in my second year
rotation [and] I couldn’t leave
on time so I was staying three
VYMV\YOV\YZL_[YH¯HUKI was
so cabbaged when I came
home I had to call in sick
the next day because I just
was so tired, so exhausted
because I didn’t take a break.
That’s happened a couple of
times.”

The successes we had were very
marathon-esque. After three or four
months you may have got one positive
result out of 20 or something like that.
But it felt very hollow when you had all
these others who didn’t make it, to be
honest. And as it progressed you got
more and more ground down, whether
that’s from lack of sleep or just continuous
working, so I’m not sure there were many
successes.

;OLPUL]P[HISLV\[JVTLVMI\YUV\[PUZ[HɈPZTLU[HSOLHS[OYLSH[LKHIZLUJL
0[PZJSLHY[OH[[OLNVVK^PSSVM5/:Z[HɈPU[OLLHYS`Z[HNLZVM[OLWHUKLTPJ
masked a looming crisis in mental health. Data from FirstCare in August
Z\NNLZ[LKHTHZZP]LSLHWVM PU5/:Z[HɈVɈ^VYR^P[OTLU[HS
health-related absence from 9,500 in February 2021 to 13,000 in June
2021.149 This also represents a leap of over 40% on the same months in 2020.
This is particularly concerning as
mental health absence tends to be
prolonged, with the average duration
You don’t get the sort of empathy that
at 19 days – longer than every other
you’d give to patients from your colleagues
type of absence with the exception of
I don’t think. I think amongst the medical
cancer. In total, absence from mental
profession, the expectation is that we’re all
health has amounted to 2.6 million
super humans and everyone’s perfect and the
KH`ZSVZ[MVY[OL5/:PUHUK
amounts of compassion that you get from your
1.1 million days from January-June
colleagues is way less than you’d expected of
them to be giving towards patients and others.
2021. This comes at a huge cost for
[OL5/:L_WLJ[LK[VIL TMVY
-XQLRU'RFWRU,QWHQVLYH&DUH8QLW
[OLÄYZ[OHSMVML_JS\KPUNHKTPU
costs and agency fees.

“

(UV[OLY[VSSVU5/:Z[HɈ^LSSILPUNOHZHSZVHWWLHYLK[OPZ`LHYPU[OLMVYTVM
a rise of verbal and physical abuse from members of the public. A survey of
.7ZJVUK\J[LKI`[OLWYPTHY`JHYLW\ISPJH[PVU7\SZLPU:LW[LTILYZH^
 Z[H[L[OH[SL]LSZVMWH[PLU[HI\ZLOHKPUJYLHZLKºZPNUPÄJHU[S`»VYºZSPNO[S`»
since before the pandemic.150:HKS`[OPZJOPTLK^P[O[OLL_WLYPLUJLZVMV[OLY
5/:Z[HɈNYV\WZ-VYL_HTWSL:V\[O>LZ[LYU(TI\SHUJL:LY]PJLYLWVY[LK
an 85% increase in overall incidents and twice as many assaults over the
festive period in 2020/21 as in the previous year.151
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“

;OLTHQVYP[`VMWH[PLU[Z^LYLÄUL
but there was a subset of people
who just weren’t cognisant of
the fact that we were under an
incredible amount of pressure and
0[OPUR[OLYLJLW[PVUZ[HɈNV[[OH[
experience more than we did.
-XQLRU'RFWRURQ*3URWDWLRQ

The BMA reported that calls from GPs to its
helpline were at an all-time high for July at 290,
double the number at the same time last year,
and triple that of July 2019.152 One frightening
L_HTWSLPZHUH[[HJRVUZ\YNLY`Z[HɈI`HTHU
PU4HUJOLZ[LY^OLYLMV\YTLTILYZVMZ[HɈ^LYL
injured, resulting in two being taken to hospital
with head injuries, and his subsequent arrest,
which sent shockwaves through the medical
community.153

Public anger has been attributed to the backlog, but has been exacerbated
primarily by the misconceived notion that face-to-face appointments have
stopped and must therefore ‘return’. This false claim has been repeated by
numerous press outlets in a series of misjudged media attacks.
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;OLZLTPZSLHKPUNHZZLY[PVUZOH]LHSZVILLUHTWSPÄLKI`MYVU[ILUJO
WVSP[PJPHUZ/LHS[O:LJYL[HY`:HQPK1H]PKZHPKPUH/V\ZLVM*VTTVUZZLZZPVU!
“0[PZOPNO[PTL[OH[.7ZZ[HY[LKVWLYH[PUNPU[OL^H`[OL`KPKILMVYL[OL
WHUKLTPJHUKVɈLYPUNMHJL[VMHJLHWWVPU[TLU[Z[VL]LY`VUL^OV^V\SK
SPRLVUL¯,]LY`VULJHU\UKLYZ[HUK^O`H[[OLOLPNO[VMHWHUKLTPJ.7Z
couldn’t provide access in the normal way. But we are way past that now and
life is starting to return almost back to completely normal.”154 This was in a
week where more than 10 times the number of people were being admitted
to hospital with Covid-19 compared to the same time in 2020, and there
were almost 14 times more deaths. Meanwhile, Prime Minister Boris Johnson
publicly backed a Daily Mail campaign demanding that face-to-face GP
appointments should be the default for all patients.
;OLJVTTLU[ZVM[OL/LHS[O:LJYL[HY`HUK7YPTL4PUPZ[LY^LYLPUJVUÅPJ[
^P[O[OLTLZZHNLVM[OL5/:3VUN;LYT7SHU^OPJO^HZSH\UJOLKPU1HU\HY`
 ^P[OIHJRPUNMYVT[OLU/LHS[O:LJYL[HY`4H[[/HUJVJR[VJV]LY[OL
next 10 years. It had an emphasis on digital transformation and remote
consultations.155 In this case, political rhetoric is at odds with public policy
that has been championed by the same politicians. GPs have continued to
VɈLYMHJL[VMHJLHWWVPU[TLU[Z[OYV\NO[OLWHUKLTPJHUKPUMHJ[[OL[V[HS
number of GP appointments increased by 1 million per week in January 2021
compared to the previous year.156 We must consider the very real damage
which discourse like this will have if unchecked. The unacceptable risk of
]PVSLUJLH[^VYR^PSSSLHK[VLUOHUJLKZLY]PJLWYLZZ\YLZHZZ[HɈHYLMVYJLK
to use work time to deal with such incidents. We are concerned that in the
SVUN[LYT[OPZ^PSSJVU[YPI\[L[V[OLZLUZLHTVUNZ[HɈ[OH[^VYRPUNPU[OL
WYVMLZZPVUOHZILJVTLZPTWS`[VVKPɉJ\S[KYP]PUNWLVWSL[VJOVVZL[VSLH]L
[OL5/:HUKTHRPUNP[OHYKLY[VYLJY\P[PUM\[\YL

“

This morning just before I got to the surgery at 6am (because as a partner that has
been the norm – working from 6am until 8pm at the surgery, getting home and logging
VUMYVTOVTL[VKVHSS[OLHKTPUL[J¯\U[PSWTTVZ[UPNO[Z0Z[VWWLK[VNL[H
JVɈLLMYVT[OLWL[YVSZ[H[PVU0NSHUJLKH[[OLUL^ZWHWLYZ[HUKHUK[OLMYVU[VM[OL
+HPS`4HPSJVTWSL[LS`ÅVVYLKTLI didn’t get angry, I just broke down. I stood
there crying my eyes out¯;OLSHZ[TVU[OZOH]LILLU[V\NOVUZVTHU`
people, and as a GP it has nearly broken me but every day I get up and do this job
because I care about patients. From someone to write that as GPs we are responsible
for killing people broke my heart. How are we ever going to recruit more people into
this specialism when all they will get is hate and abuse?”
*3
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Financial impacts
-V\YPUKVJ[VYZ YLZWVUKPUN[V/*:(»Z/VZWP[HS+VJ[VYZH[
Work survey reported additional costs or lost income during the Covid-19
pandemic.157 Travel and childcare costs were the single biggest additional
costs. This may be the inevitable result of members working additional or
changed hours and therefore requiring increased travel or childcare costs.
4HU`VM[OLHKKP[PVUHSJVZ[Z5/:MYVU[SPULZ[HɈMHJLKPU]VS]LK[OLTOH]PUN
to compensate for basic equipment that should have been provided by their
LTWSV`LY*VZ[ZYHUNLKMYVTMVY77,[OYV\NO[V;OPZPUJS\KLK
measures to support home working such as broadband or heating, and
infection control items such as clothing which could be sterilised at high
temperatures or personal items of PPE or hospital garments. The average cost
^HZ 

Training disruption
Junior Doctors, otherwise known as ‘trainees’ or ‘doctors in training’, made an
immeasurable contribution to the Covid-19 response. Inevitably, the Covid-19
LɈVY[[VVRWYLJLKLU[V]LY[YHPUPUN(Z^LTV]LMVY^HYKZP[PZPUJ\TILU[VU
/LHS[O,K\JH[PVU,UNSHUK/,,HUKP[ZJV\U[LYWHY[ZPU5/:,TWSV`LYZHUK
the government to ensure Junior Doctors are supported to catch up – for
PUKP]PK\HSZ[VM\SÄS[OLPYJHYLLYWV[LU[PHSHUK[VH]VPKHM\[\YLZ[HɉUNJYPZPZ

“

Initially, all rotations were postponed to allow for better cover through Covid. Then,
MVYTLT`ZP_TVU[OWSHJLTLU[HSZVILJHTLÄ]LTVU[OZI\[^P[O[OLZHTL
amount to get done which was stressful. Then all regional teaching was cancelled six
TVU[OZHM[LYT`ÄYZ[TV]L(UK[OPZ`LHY0OHKUVSVJHS[YHPUPUNMVYZP_TVU[OZ(SSVM
these measures are to get trainees out on wards in a system that is under pressure.
Consultants are completely burnt out, and whilst teaching is in their job plans, it’s
[OLÄYZ[[OPUN[OH[NVLZPUHZ`Z[LT\UKLYWYLZZ\YL. In some ways, that’s a good
thing – patient care must be the priority – but on the other hand it’s not sustainable.
Then there were across the board changes to the Annual Review of Competency
7YVNYLZZPVU(9*7ZPNUVɈWYVJLZZHUK[OLYLX\PYLTLU[ZJOHUNLK:V[OLYL»Z[OL
worry of how you are going to catch that up. I suspect the impact on training has
been massively underreported. There is a whole culture of it in medicine. If you say
`V\KVU»[RUV^`V\LUK\WWLUHSPZLK(UKWH`PZSPURLK[VWYVNYLZZPVU:VL]LY`VUL
is incentivised to cover up.
-XQLRU'RFWRULQ(PHUJHQF\0HGLFLQH
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In their foundation years, doctors in training would typically rotate between
three or four jobs per year, in an array of specialties and workplaces. This is
to give a range of experiences to satisfy academic requirements, and allow
individuals to move onwards into their chosen area of specialism.
When, on 16th March 2020, HEE postponed all rotations for Junior Doctors, it
caused serious disruption to career paths.158 Training was cancelled, and some
was replaced with virtual lessons. Many trainees were redeployed to meet the
demands of Covid-19. There were not the same opportunities for training available
day to day, as clinics and operations were cancelled, and little chance for supervision as Consultants were required elsewhere. There have also been changes
made to the requirements for the Annual Review of Competency Progression – the
formal assessment process that determines whether a Junior Doctor progresses.
Almost a third of trainees told the GMC in 2020 that they had not been able
to compensate through transferable skills from other aspects of training. Half
VM[YHPULLZMLS[[OL`OHK¸UV[ILLUWYV]PKLK^P[OLɈLJ[P]LHS[LYUH[P]LZ[OYV\NO
simulation facilities and/or exercises”. (ÄM[OVM[YHPULLZYLWVY[LK[OL`KPKUV[
“expect to acquire enough training opportunities to prepare them for their next
professional exam”.159 This is balanced with an overall 76% of trainees rating
the quality of teaching as good or very good. A further 74% of trainees felt
]PY[\HSSLHYUPUNLU]PYVUTLU[Z^LYLILPUN\ZLKLɈLJ[P]LS`PUKPJH[PUN[OH[[OLYL
HYLILULÄ[Z[VHKVW[PUNZVTLKPNP[HSSLHYUPUNTL[OVKZVUHWLYTHULU[IHZPZ
Hybrid learning models should not be implemented simply because we have
grown accustomed to them through the pandemic – careful thought must be
given to how best to train doctors of the future. For Junior Doctors training
through Covid-19, there is an urgent need to compensate for the face-to-face
opportunities missed, allowing trainees to broaden their skillsets as well as to
KL]LSVWZWLJPHSPZT/*:(OHZILLUSVII`PUNMVY[OPZ[OYV\NOTLL[PUNZ^P[O
HEE and participation in HEE workforce strategic framework meetings. HEE
have issued guidance that warns against continuous redeployment of trainees,
advising this should only be used as a last resort, and account for individual
training needs.160/V^L]LY^P[OL_[YLTLZ[HɉUNWYLZZ\YLZWYL]HSLU[H[[OL
[PTLVM^YP[PUNP[»Z\USPRLS`5/:THUHNLYZ^PSSILHISL[VH]VPKYLKLWSV`TLU[
Also of note are the experiences of medical students at the very start of their
careers. Tens of thousands of medical and nursing students were recruited to
meet the demands of Covid-19, undertaking new roles across hospitals, GP
surgeries, care homes and the 111 service. They have readily adjusted to online
learning and the cancellation of clinical placements, but this is attached to a
negative impact on mental health and wellbeing.161 :[\KLU[ZHYLTVYLSPRLS`
to have taken on new roles beyond their existing skillset. This group must be
supported, both academically and in terms of wellbeing, so that they go on to
SLHKM\SÄSSPUNJHYLLYZPUTLKPJPUL0[PZ]P[HS[OH[[OLHK]LYZLPTWHJ[VM*V]PK 
on studies is mitigated to avoid higher than usual dropout rates among students.
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0[PZHSZVPTWVY[HU[[VHJRUV^SLKNL[OLKLKPJH[PVU[V[OLPYÄLSKZOV^UI`THU`
TLKPJHSZ[\KLU[ZZVTLVU[OL^HYKZHZZ[\KLU[]VS\U[LLYZV[OLYZÄUHS`LHY
students who willingly graduated early, often at home alone via video link,
before heading out to work in our swamped hospitals and practices162, 163. This
remarkable start to medical careers must be applauded but also recognised.
Training, both for students and Junior Doctors, must not be an afterthought to
service recovery. The service cannot recover without restoring the pipeline of
[YHPULKKVJ[VYZLU[LYPUN[OL5/:`LHYVU`LHY(U`ZOVY[HNLVYKLSH`PUKVJ[VYZ
progressing will have a cataclysmic impact on an already stretched workforce.

“

The workforce is very short and the system is under extreme pressure. Teaching
requires a certain amount of headspace so that’s the problem. Everyone is
phenomenally burnt out – not just trainees, but Consultants too. Where teaching used
to be very supportive, now it feels as if exhausted Consultants just snap at you for
KVPUNZVTL[OPUN^YVUN(SSVM[OPZ[VÄ_[OLIHJRSVNHUK[V[YHPUKVJ[VYZP[ULLKZ
a joined up workforce. You can’t ask Consultants to address the backlog and train
people at the same time when they are so burnt out. Everybody is just done.
-XQLRU'RFWRU(PHUJHQF\0HGLFLQH

“

Moving online had its pros and cons – on the one hand, it was great to have more
control over our schedule, with the uni providing a suggested timetable, but pretty
much the freedom to watch the lectures whenever we wanted. Although, as much
as possible, I tried to log in to attend the lectures live, because that way I could ask
X\LZ[PVUZ[V[OLSLJ[\YLY:VTLOV^[OLJOH[THKLP[LHZPLYMVYWLVWSL[VHZR[OL
lecturer questions – for a lot of people, it felt less scary than speaking up in a lecture
theatre. On the other hand, online learning was taxing – it’s exhausting to watch a
screen all day, and we felt misled by the university about what the blended learning
VɈLYPUN^HZNVPUN[VIL;OL\UP]LYZP[`\YNLK\ZHSS[VOLHK[VV\Y\UP]LYZP[`JP[`I\[
in the entire academic year I ended up having about six hours of face-to-face teaching.
5V^[OH[^L»YLVU[OL^HYKZMVYV\YÄYZ[`LHYVMJSPUPJHSTLKPJPULP[»ZNYLH[[VILPU[OL
hospital meeting real patients, but it’s evident we’ve got a lot of catch-up to do in terms
of our clinical skills. Of course, clinicians are exhausted by the pandemic, but they
are trying their best to give us learning opportunities and that is greatly appreciated.
0[»ZKPɉJ\S[MVYTL[VJVTWHYL[OLSLHYUPUNL_WLYPLUJL[VWYLWHUKLTPJHZ0^HZU»[
in clinical teaching at that time, but it seems that there are potentially fewer learning
VWWVY[\UP[PLZHZZ[HɈHYLZVZ[YL[JOLKHUK^LOH]L[VH]VPKJLY[HPUWHY[ZVM[OLOVZWP[HS
due to Covid-infected patients. Additionally, we are slightly anxious about what kind of
health service we’ll be working in when we qualify – there’s a lot of uncertainty about
[OLKPYLJ[PVUVM[OL5/:^OPJOPZJVUJLYUPUNMVY\Z
7KLUG\HDUPHGLFDOVWXGHQW
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“Ibeing
t was like
in a

horror film
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4

Recommendations
This chapter makes a number of short and long-term
recommendations which would both address the immediate
challenges Covid-19 has brought to the fore for doctors,
and also aim to alleviate the foundational and ongoing
WYVISLTZMHJPUN[OL5/:ÄYZ[OPNOSPNO[LKPUV\YJOHW[LY
on Pandemic Readiness.

1 Publish terms of reference for public inquiry and
give a voice to doctors
We begin with the subject of the Covid-19 public inquiry. On the 24th August
[OL:JV[[PZONV]LYUTLU[HUUV\UJLKP[^V\SKOVSKHUPUKLWLUKLU[
judge-led public Inquiry into its handling of the Covid-19 pandemic by the
end of the year. In comparison, the lack of clear information and delays
surrounding a UK-wide inquiry have been hugely disappointing . At the time of
^YP[PUN[OPZPZL_WLJ[LK[VZ[HY[I`[OL\UYLSPHIS`]HN\Lº:WYPUN»

“

We ask for the terms of reference to be
published imminently to give all those
I stopped going on Facebook because
stakeholders who wish to be involved an
I started to have fall outs with family
opportunity to prepare and ensure the inquiry
members who put up posts going “We
NL[ZVɈ[OLNYV\UK^P[OV\[M\Y[OLYKLSH`;OL
all met up and had lunch today”. And
inquiry should be split into multiple strands
I lost my rag with some of them. But it
to prevent delays while allowing robust
was early, we didn’t go into lockdown,
PU]LZ[PNH[PVU>LJHUUV[HɈVYKMVY[OLPUX\PY`
I said “we should be locked down, but
outcomes to come years and years down the
you’re right, legally, they can do what
line,
when we could face another dangerous
they want.
variant and wave at any time. Furthermore,
-XQLRU'RFWRU,QWHQVLYH&DUH8QLW
doctors should be given a platform within
this inquiry. The voice of healthcare workers
cannot be ignored. As they fought this public health battle from the frontlines,
their experience should be centre-stage.
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2 The role of experts in pandemic planning
(SVUNZPKLHYVSLPU[OLPUX\PY`OLHS[OJHYL^VYRLYZHUKZJPLU[PÄJL_WLY[Z
should be given a greater role in future pandemic planning. If the government,
other public bodies and the press had paid greater attention and placed
more weight on their experiences and recommendations, we would have
SPRLS`LU[LYLKV\YÄYZ[UH[PVUHSSVJRKV^UT\JOLHYSPLY;OL]LY`MHJ[[OH[HU
0UKLWLUKLU[:JPLU[PÄJ(K]PZVY`.YV\WMVY,TLYNLUJPLZOHK[VILMV\UKLKPZH
clear sign of the lack of regard and respect given to expert opinion. We cannot
risk ignoring these voices again.

3 Maintain investment in public health
Years of underinvestment in public health had to be compensated for at speed
in the pandemic response. Analysis by the Health Foundation points to a 24%
real-terms cut in public health spending since 2015/16, and it is a cause for
concern that the largest cuts locally have fallen on the most deprived areas –
Z\JOHZ)SHJRWVVS^OLYL[OLJ\[OHZILLULX\P]HSLU[[VWLYWLYZVUWLY
year.164 Public Health England has recently been restructured into two new
VɉJLZ"[OL<2/LHS[O:LJ\YP[`(NLUJ`HUK6ɉJLMVY/LHS[O0TWYV]LTLU[ 
+PZWHYP[PLZ>P[O[OL*V]PK LɈVY[ZL[[VJVU[PU\LMVYZVTL`LHYZHUK[OL
threat of future diseases creating similar crises, it is clear long-term, planned
investment in public health is required.

4 Workforce analysis and planning

“

In my hospital at the moment [speaking in August 2021], it’s a question of capacity.
Covid’s still there, the Covid ICU is still reasonably full. But with all the services
trying to come back at the same time, the wards are full so we’re having to divert
patients from other places, and other units nearby have actually shut, so there is a
higher capacity required in all the units combined, and they’re struggling to cope.
0[»ZYLZ\S[PUNPUYLK\JLKJHYL¯HUKP[HSSTHRLZ[OPUNZTVYLKPɉJ\S[HUKcreates
emergencies that probably wouldn’t have been emergencies, had the care
occurred at the proper time.
)RFXVJURXSKRVSLWDOGRFWRU1RUWK:HVW(QJODQG
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>LOH]LHSYLHK`KLTVUZ[YH[LK[OLZJHSLVM[OL[HZR[OH[H^HP[Z5/:Z[HɈ
PU[HJRSPUN^HP[PUNSPZ[Z;OL^VYRSVHKUV^MHJPUN[OL5/:PZNYLH[LY[OHU
P[OHZL]LYILLUHUK^P[OML^LYZ[HɈ[V[HJRSLP[YLZV\YJLWYV]PZPVUULLKZ
to skyrocket to cope. Furthermore, the longer this backlog is left, it not only
continues to grow but does so at an exponential rate. The longer even minor
ailments are left untreated, the more serious they become and result in tragic,
preventable deaths. This is exacerbated by huge growth in service users, with
an ageing population following the baby boom that peaked in 1965.
-PYZ[HUKMVYLTVZ[[OL5/:YLX\PYLZHKL[HPSLK^VYRMVYJLWSHUHUKHZZVJPH[LK
funding, accompanied with a strategy for how the workforce will deliver the
Covid-19 recovery. We have highlighted elsewhere the poor data that exists at
WYLZLU[VU^VYRMVYJLU\TILYZ^OPJOTHRLZP[KPɉJ\S[[VNHPUHJSLHYWPJ[\YL
VM[OLZP[\H[PVU0U:LW[LTILY[OLNV]LYUTLU[HUUV\UJLK[OLYHPZPUNVM
5H[PVUHS0UZ\YHUJLJVU[YPI\[PVUZI` PUVYKLY[VYHPZLHUHKKP[PVUHSIU
WLY`LHYMVY[OL5/:HUKZVJPHSJHYLHUKPU6J[VILY[OL*OHUJLSSVY»Z
*VTWYLOLUZP]L:WLUKPUN9L]PL^LHYTHYRLK IU[V5/:YLJV]LY`
>OPSZ[PU]LZ[TLU[PZ^LSJVTL[OLÄN\YLZKVUV[JVTWLUZH[LMVYHKLJHKL
of unprecedented underfunding. Data from the Institute of Fiscal Analysis
demonstrates that the average growth in public spending on health has been
3.6% since 1949 in the UK. However, since 2009, the average growth rate
has dropped to a low of 1.3% per annuum.165 Furthermore, any investment
must be accompanied with detailed plans on how to translate funding into
^VYRMVYJLWSHUUPUN;OLYLPZHYPZR[OH[WVSP[PJHSNLZ[\YLZZ\JOHZÄUHUJPHS
sums, detract from the detailed strategic work that needs to be undertaken.
It is crucial that an independent body is involved in workforce planning to
ensure it remains apolitical.
9L[LU[PVUVMZ[HɈPZHSZVRL`[V^VYRMVYJLWSHUUPUN;OPZYLWVY[[V\JOLZVU
many factors that impact on retention, including safety at work, terms and
conditions, stress, work-life balance, hot food, rest facilities and childcare.
4VZ[VMHSS5/:Z[HɈT\Z[OH]LHZLUZLVMILPUNº]HS\LK»WHY[PJ\SHYS`HM[LY
[OL[YH\THVMYLZWVUKPUN[V*V]PK 6UL^H`[V]HS\LZ[HɈPZ[OYV\NOWH`
^OPJOMVYTZV\YÄM[OYLJVTTLUKH[PVU>L[OLYLMVYLZ[YVUNS`YLJVTTLUK
that a detailed analysis of the current workforce is undertaken and published
HZWHY[VMH^PKLY5/:Z[HɈWSHU^P[O[OV\NO[NP]LU[VOV^M\UKZJHUIL
[HYNL[LKH[YL[LU[PVUHUKYLJY\P[TLU[[VLUZ\YLZ[HɈHYLH]HPSHISL[V[HJRSL
the backlog.
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5 A meaningful pay award to shore up retention
(SHYNLZWLUKPUNPUJYLHZLPZHSZVYLX\PYLK[VJV]LYTLHUPUNM\SNYV^[OPU5/:
ZHSHYPLZ>HNLZPU[OL5/:OH]LUV[RLW[WHJL^P[OWH`PUJVTWHYHISLQVIZ
UVYPUÅH[PVUV]LY[OLSHZ[KLJHKL0U1\S`[OL5\ɉLSK;Y\Z[MV\UK[OL
average real-terms pay drop for doctors since 2010 was 9%, while for some
senior doctors the drop has been even greater, reaching 28.6%.166

Pay compared to 2010 eearnings in real terms
'DWDIURP1XτHOG7UXVW
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0U1\S`[OLNV]LYUTLU[HUUV\UJLKHWH`YPZLMVY5/:Z[HɈVM 
Whilst an improvement on a proposal made by the Department for Health and
:VJPHS*HYLPU4HYJOVM [OPZÄN\YLPZ]HZ[S`PUHKLX\H[LHZL]PKLUJLKI`
the reaction of many, if not all, health groups. Crucially, it also excluded Junior
Doctors in England, citing the multi-year pay deal they are locked into by way
VML_WSHUH[PVU>P[O[OLWH`H^HYKZVPU[YPUZPJHSS`SPURLK[VZ[HɈLɈVY[ZK\YPUN
Covid-19, excluding a key group sent the message that the government does
not value doctors in training. It also exacerbates the gap between the higher
and lower earners within the medical profession.
/*:(»Z+VJ[VYZ+LZLY]L)L[[LYJHTWHPNUMVJ\ZLZVU[OLZPNUPÄJHUJLVM
a meaningful pay award to retain, recruit and show respect to the medical
profession. Meanwhile, campaigning groups such as EveryDoctor and
5\YZLZ<UP[LKKLTHUKLKH H^HYK[VYLÅLJ[[OL]HS\LHUKJVU[YPI\[PVUZ
VMOLHS[OJHYL^VYRLYZ(WH`YPZL^HZHSZVUV[[OLVUS`ÄUHUJPHSVW[PVU
H]HPSHISL[VYL^HYK5/:Z[HɈ)V[O[OL:JV[[PZOHUK>LSZONV]LYUTLU[Z
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HUUV\UJLKHVULVɈIVU\Z;OPZJV\SKZ[PSSILJVUZPKLYLKHUKLUHJ[LK
I`5/:,UNSHUK>LOH]LWYL]PV\ZS`OPNOSPNO[LK[OLHKKP[PVUHSJVZ[ZYLSH[LK
to the pandemic incurred by individuals, such as sourcing PPE, childcare,
accommodation, and lost income. Without any expenses or bonus, these
JVZ[ZOH]LILLUZOV\SKLYLKI`5/:LTWSV`LLZ

“

At the minute with everything that’s
happening with Covid and the economy
and everything like that, you don’t want to
bring things back to money. and I think a
big thing around the Junior Doctor strikes
was ‘oh these money-grabbing doctors
blah blah blah’ but I think a particular
area that does make you lose heart a little
bit is when you see [the money spent on
SVJ\TZ[VJV]LYZ[HɉUNNHWZD
-XQLRU'RFWRURQ*HQHUDO3UDFWLFHURWDWLRQ

;OL5/:MHJLZHSVUN[LYTJYPZPZPU
Z[HɉUNHUKYLJY\P[TLU[(Z\IZ[HU[PHS
pay increase would not only reward
OLHS[OJHYL^VYRLYZMVY[OLPYZHJYPÄJLZHUK
performance during the pandemic, but is
a logical move to improve retention and to
H[[YHJ[TVYLZ[HɈ[VQVPU[OLWYVMLZZPVU0[
^V\SKHSZVZLY]L[VJVYYLJ[WH`KLÅH[PVU
that has occurred as pay awards have
MHSSLUV\[VMZ[LW^P[OPUÅH[PVU0U]LZ[TLU[
PUZ[HɈ^HNLZT\Z[ILZLLUHZHU
PU]LZ[TLU[PU[OL5/:WSH`PUNHJY\JPHS
role in workforce planning.

6 Implement pandemic exercise recommendations
in full
As highlighted in chapter 1, it is perturbing that the recommendations from
multiple planning exercises have not been implemented. All recommendations
must be implemented in full as a matter of urgency. This includes the
establishment of a new single health body to provide an overview of the
situation and engage with various stakeholders, the compiling of PPE supplies
PUJS\KPUNWSHUZMVYºZ\YNLJHWHJP[`»HUKHULɈLJ[P]LW\ISPJJVTT\UPJH[PVUZ
Z[YH[LN`-YVU[SPULZ[HɈHYLJSLHY¶^LJHUUV[YPZRHYLWLH[VM^OH[^LOH]L
undergone during the response to Covid-19.

7 Get the basics right for staff wellbeing
The Caring for our Colleagues chapter laid clear the spike in mental health
absences and the incredible amount of pressure healthcare professionals have
been under during the Covid-19 pandemic. The pandemic presented unique
JOHSSLUNLZI\[[OLHUZ^LY[VPTWYV]LKZ[HɈ^LSSILPUNPZZPTWSL¶PU]LZ[TLU[
in the basics. Many of the stressors our members report are related to having
[VMHJLJOHSSLUNPUNZP[\H[PVUZ^P[OV\[HKLX\H[LZ[HɉUNSL]LSZ9LZ\S[HU[S`V\Y
TLTILYZ^VYRSVUNOV\YZ[VÄSSPU[OLNHWZJYLH[LKI`WH[PLU[KLTHUKHUK
vacancies. The testimony in this report points to gruelling 12-hour shifts with
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inadequate rest breaks, and our data suggests little time to recuperate with
SLZZVWWVY[\UP[`[V\[PSPZLHUU\HSSLH]LLU[P[SLTLU[-VYKVJ[VYZHUKV[OLY5/:
workers, this represents time away from families and friends: time at work that
could be spent resting or pursuing the activities that allow us to unwind. We
HYLJHSSPUNMVYNYLH[LYLTWOHZPZVU[OL^LSSILPUNVMV\YZ[HɈHZ^LMLHY[OL
current situation is becoming increasingly untenable. In practical terms, this
TLHUZPU]LZ[TLU[PUZ[HɉUNU\TILYZ[VHSSV^MVY^VYRSPMLIHSHUJL

8 Maintain improvements to practical facilities and
amenities
Free parking and the provision of hot meals are simple measures that make
HUV[HISLKPɈLYLUJL[V[OL^VYRPUNSPMLVM5/:JVSSLHN\LZ;OLZLTLHZ\YLZ
T\Z[ILYL[HPULK[VH]VPKÄUHUJPHSKL[YPTLU[MVY5/:^VYRLYZ^OVHYL
working long hours above and beyond the call of duty. As covered in the
Pandemic Response chapter, we are deeply disappointed by moves to reverse
these improvements and urge that they are maintained.

9 Urgently reinstate higher cleaning and social
distancing measures in health settings
We are deeply concerned about the impact of lessening protections on the
ZHML[`VM[OL5/:^VYRMVYJLHSYLHK`TVYLZ\ZJLW[PISL[V3VUN*V]PK;OPZ
also has an impact on nosocomial infection, where transmission occurs in a
hospital infection, which can only serve to increase Covid-19 cases. We are
currently embarking on Winter 2021/22 facing heightened pressures, yet the
lessening of such restrictions also gives the impression that the pandemic
is over, which in turn sends a message to the public that there is no need
to act with caution. To add to this, the Prime Minister was photographed on
9th5V]LTILYPUHOLHS[OZL[[PUN^P[OV\[HTHZRVU¶HNHPUZ[J\YYLU[
guidelines. The government must urgently rethink lessening of restrictions
within health settings, and as a minimum, reintroduce higher cleaning and
social distancing measures.
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10 Increase access to Covid-19 Life Assurance Scheme
;OLKLH[OZVM5/:Z[HɈPUW\ISPJZLY]PJLHYL\U[OPURHISLHUK[OLHIZVS\[L
minimum their families should receive is access to the compensation they
are entitled to. As outlined previously, we are disappointed by the low takeup rates of the scheme and are concerned that not enough has been done
[V^PKLUWHY[PJPWH[PVU>LJHSSVU[OLNV]LYUTLU[HUK5/:,TWSV`LYZ[V
PUJYLHZLHJJLZZ[V[OL*V]PK 3PML(ZZ\YHUJL:JOLTLPUJS\KPUNYHPZPUN
awareness of the scheme and mechanisms to support applications to the
scheme.

11 Public inquiry must consider systemic racism in
NHS as contributory factor in disproportionate
BAME deaths
The toll on Black, Asian and minority ethnic communities throughout
the pandemic cannot be understated. Our colleagues have lived with
OLPNO[LULKMLHYHUKWLYZVUHSNYPLM:`Z[LTPJYHJPZTOHZWSH`LKHYVSL
in the disproportionate deaths of BAME colleagues. Our members tell us
they have felt unsafe speaking out about safe working conditions and have
OHKKPɉJ\S[PLZHJJLZZPUN[OL77,[OL`YLX\PYL4LHU^OPSLÄN\YLZZOHYLK
WYL]PV\ZS`ZOV^)(4,Z[HɈHYLTVYLSPRLS`[V^VYRPU*V]PK HYLHZ-VY
doctors from BAME backgrounds, the disproportionate likelihood of being
referred to the GMC puts into focus the reality of the insecurity our colleagues
MHJL:`Z[LTPJYHJPZTT\Z[ILYPUNMLUJLKHZHUHYLHVMPU]LZ[PNH[PVUI`[OL
public inquiry, for considering the deaths of Black, Asian and minority ethnic
frontline workers.

12 Support colleagues experiencing Long Covid to
remain in the workforce
;OLOPNOLYWYL]HSLUJLVMSVUN*V]PKPU5/:^VYRLYZSHPKV\[LHYSPLY
demonstrates that it is an occupational risk for doctors and other medical
professionals. A legal precedent has not yet been set that considers long
*V]PKHKPZHIPSP[`I\[PUSPL\VM[OPZ5/:LTWSV`LYZT\Z[KVL]LY`[OPUN^P[OPU
their remit to support colleagues to remain in the workplace. This must include
making reasonable adjustments for those experiencing long Covid, regardless
of whether the employee is considered protected under the Equality Act 2010.
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13 Upgrade PPE to FFP3 and reintroduce mandatory
mask wearing in public places
With such prevalent risks including the long-term impact of Long Covid, imWYV]LTLU[ZT\Z[ILTHKL[V[OLOLHS[OHUKZHML[`VMZ[HɈ(ZL_WSVYLKPU[OL
section on PPE, frontline workers were let down on personal protective equipment throughout the pandemic, leading to harrowing experiences of homemade
equipment and binbags for gowns. As discussed, poor planning and tendering
of contracts without due diligence by the government compounded global and
national supply issues. It remains the case that high grade FFP3 masks are not
[OLZ[HUKHYK[O\Z^LHYLJHSSPUNMVYHSSZ[HɈPUWH[PLU[MHJPUNYVSLZ[VOH]LHJJLZZ
to FFP3. Furthermore, the move away from mask wearing in public places puts
our members at risk. We are calling on the government to reintroduce mandatory mask wearing, and to show leadership on this issue. The message must get
[OYV\NO[V[OLW\ISPJ[OH[[OLWHUKLTPJPZUV[V]LYHUK^LT\Z[WYV[LJ[[OL5/:

14 Training to be prioritised in NHS recovery
Doctors in training and medical students have faced huge disruption to their
studies, as outlined in chapter 3. It is therefore of utmost importance that
meaningful measures are put in place to put careers back on track. This
includes an assessment of hybrid learning models and additional lessons
to compensate for the face-to-face opportunities missed. Doctors in
training must be empowered to broaden their skillsets as well as to develop
specialism. This is a crucial component in preparing the workforce for the
Covid-19 recovery and beyond. Without adequate planning and progression of
1\UPVY+VJ[VYZHZ[HɉUNJYPZPZPZVU[OLOVYPaVU

15 Significant changes must be fully assessed in
consultation with staff and a national policy on use
and funding for emergency rotas
The pandemic has created a host of changes to working practices and our
members showed willingness to adapt, and quickly. 5V^[OH[^LHYL no longer
in the initial wave, and can expect the present situation to continue for some
[PTL[OV\NO[T\Z[ILNP]LU[V[OLZPNUPÄJHU[JOHUNLZ[V^VYRPUNWYHJ[PJLZ
such as changes to rotas, lengthened working hours, redeployment and
additional responsibilities. In normal times, such changes would have been
M\SS`HZZLZZLKPUJVUZ\S[H[PVU^P[OZ[HɈ>L[OLYLMVYLJHSSMVYHSSJOHUNLZ[OH[
have occurred during the pandemic to be brought under review. This involves
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an opportunity to pass through the appropriate processes, including arenas
MVY[YHKL\UPVUHUKZ[HɈPU]VS]LTLU[Z\JOHZ3VJHS5LNV[PH[PUN*VTTP[[LLZ
HUK1VPU[5LNV[PH[PUN*VTTP[[LLZ;OPZL_[LUKZ[VHUH[PVUHSYL]PL^VU[OL
use of emergency rotas, to allocate ring-fenced funding and a policy on the
circumstances and processes by which such rotas would be used.

“

Every Trust in the country
is having to cancel cases,
there’s a waiting list that’s
increasing, theatres are
being shut, we are all in the
same position.
)RFXVJURXSò+RVSLWDO&RQVXOWDQW
6RXWK:HVW(QJODQG

“

I don’t think any [country’s]
got everything right, but our
problem in the UK has been
[OLJVYY\W[PVU¯[OH[»Z
been a big issue, there
should be a public inquiry
into that and it shouldn’t be
forgiven.
)RFXVJURXSò+RVSLWDO&RQVXOWDQW
6RXWK:HVW(QJODQG

“

Our day surgery unit is an exemplar across
the country for the type of work that we do
and the level of complexities that we address
there. That has been shut because of Covid.
That has been used as an extended casualty
or what’s known as a medical receiving unit, so
that is not functioning to its full capacity and
[OH[OHZJH\ZLKHU\TILYVMKPɉJ\S[PLZ^P[O
[OLZ[HɈNo-one has gone away or resigned,
but that may happen if people’s morale stays
down, and they say: “Look, we worked really
hard to set this thing up and it’s what people
are looking up to.” I get invited to various day
surgery conferences to go and talk about how
we do our gynae pathways as a day case, and
if you can’t do that or you’re not there for the
last one and half years, you’ve not really used
it properly. People say what’s the point? And it
might push people into early retirement or
resignation even.

)RFXVJURXSò+RVSLWDO&RQVXOWDQW6RXWK:HVW(QJODQG

“

I think it [the pandemic] was used as an underhand way of imposing change and altering
terms and conditions without consent in many Trusts.
)RFXVJURXSò+RVSLWDO&RQVXOWDQW%LUPLQJKDP
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“Oenough
nly good
to

be cannon
fodder
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Conclusion
At the time of writing, Covid-19 has killed more than 150,000
people in the UK – including over 1,561 healthcare workers
– and we don’t yet know how high this number will ultimately
JSPTI6\YJV\U[Y`Z\ɈLYLKZPNUPÄJHU[S`TVYLKLH[OZMYVT
the virus, in both absolute and proportional terms, than many
others and we must have an open and honest conversation
about why. This will not be the last pandemic we face and,
while every life lost is a tragedy, many of these tragedies
were preventable.
In chapter one we explored how a number of underlying problems in the
5/:PUJS\KPUNPUHKLX\H[LZ[HɉUNHUKM\UKPUNSL]LSZTLHU[V\YOLHS[O
service was in a severely weakened state even before the pandemic struck.
We also highlighted how subsequent governments disregard to implement
recommendations which arose from previous pandemics, both real and
ZPT\SH[LKSLM[\Z^VLM\SS`WYLWHYLK[V[HJRSL*V]PK ;OLSHJRVMHZ\ɉJPLU[
stockpile of PPE, a lack of infrastructure to manage virus testing and a lack of
implementation of travel restrictions, to name just a few, all left the UK and our
5/:^VYRMVYJLV]LYS`]\SULYHISL
In chapter two we set out in greater detail the government’s failings surrounding
the procurement and distribution of personal protective equipment. The personal testimonials in this report evidence the levels of distress and anxiety this created, not only endangering the personal and mental wellbeing of doctors, their
patients and their loved ones, but also contributing to the spread of Covid-19
within medical settings around the country. We laid bare the resources wasted
VU5PNO[PUNHSLOVZWP[HSZHUK;LZ[HUK;YHJLHUKOPNOSPNO[LK[OLZ\JJLZZZ[VY`
VM[OL5/:SLKHUKPTWSLTLU[LKUH[PVUHS]HJJPUH[PVUWYVNYHTTL
In chapter three, Caring for our Colleagues, we delved into the personal toll
this pandemic has had on the mental health and wellbeing of our doctors.
Their exposure to situations and decisions no worker should ever have
to experience is ultimately a testament to their resilience and dedication.
Doctors went above and beyond in this crisis. In the words of one respiratory
consultant from London, “this is my vocation — we are never not doctors.
When we are called upon to step up, there is only one answer.¹6\Y5/:
doctors were there for us when we needed it most. Doctors are certainly not
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alone or unique in this respect: it is only due to every health and social care
^VYRLY»ZLɈVY[Z[OH[[OLPTWHJ[VM*V]PK ^HZUV[^VYZLHUK^LJHUUV[SL[
these endeavours go unrewarded.
)`ºYL^HYKZ»^LKVUV[TLHUOVSSV^NLZ[\YLZ5VTVYLJSHWZVUKVVYZ[LWZVY
WVZ[LYZPU^PUKV^Z>OPSL[OLZLKPZWSH`ZVMW\ISPJHɈLJ[PVUHYLHWWYLJPH[LK
they are not an acceptable replacement for concrete action by the government
[VPTWYV]L[OLZHML[`HUK^VYRPUNSP]LZVM5/:Z[HɈ6\YYLJVTTLUKH[PVUZPU
chapter four outline the steps we direly need to take, not only to improve the
UK’s capacity to deal with another pandemic but to strengthen and protect our
5H[PVUHS/LHS[O:LY]PJL[VTHRLP[[Y\S`Ä[MVY[OLst century.
0M[OPUNZKVU»[PTWYV]LZVVUKVJ[VYZHUKSHYNLU\TILYZVMV[OLY5/:^VYRLYZ
HYLSPRLS`[V]V[L^P[O[OLPYMLL[.P]LU[OLZ[HɈZOVY[MHSS[OL5/:HSYLHK`MHJLZ
^LJHUUV[HɈVYK[VSVZLTVYLJVSSLHN\LZ

“

The belief that this government made
egregious errors in their response to
There’s just a lot of mud-slinging that’s going
Covid-19 is now broadly held even
around and no-one wants to take responsibility.
by those within the government’s
Responsibility lies with the government and
own party, as evidenced by the joint
[OLPYIHKOHUKSPUNVM[OLLU[PYLWHUKLTPJ:V
/LHS[OHUK:VJPHS*HYLHUK:JPLUJL
many mistakes [and] it all materialised on a
and Technology Committee’s report
health service that was frankly on its knees,
‘Coronavirus: lessons learned to date’
on the point of breaking, before Covid even
released in October, and chaired by
happened.
*VUZLY]H[P]LMVYTLY/LHS[O:LJYL[HY`
+RVSLWDO&RQVXOWDQW%LUPLQJKDP
Jeremy Hunt. Holding a government
to account is a fundamental part
of democracy. It is our duty to scrutinise their actions, not in a baseless
H[[LTW[[VWVPU[[OLÄUNLYVMISHTLHUKZWYLHKTHSPJL^P[OV\[YLNHYKI\[[V
protect people and ensure that the future is better than the past. This report
is one contribution to the wider national reckoning which must take place. It
may be a small contribution but it is a vital one, as it is representative of the
experiences of our communities of frontline doctors.
<S[PTH[LS`5/:KVJ[VYZ¶HZ[OL`OH]LILJVTLMHY[VV\ZLK[VKVPUN¶
accepted the tsunami that Covid-19 hit them with. But every wave like this,
be it an international pandemic or one of our all-too-regular winter crises,
^LHRLUZ[OLWYVMLZZPVUTVYLHUKTVYL<USPRL:(9:HUK,_LYJPZLZ(SPJLHUK
Cygnus, this time around lessons must be learned and real change enacted.
>LYLNHYK[OL5H[PVUHS/LHS[O:LY]PJLHZHM\UKHTLU[HSWHY[VMSPMLPU[OL<2
but if we don’t act to safeguard it soon, how many more waves can we really
L_WLJ[[OL5/:HUKP[ZZ[HɈ[V^P[OZ[HUK&
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Acknowledgements and
Methodology
This report mainly draws on research from secondary sources, including a
range of governmental and public bodies, media outlets, and civil society
organisations. This is supplemented by primary data and personal testimony
WYV]PKLKI`KVJ[VYTLTILYZVM,]LY`+VJ[VYHUK/*:(4VZ[VM[OPZ[LZ[PTVU`
was supplied via email or Facebook messenger over the course of the last year
and a half. The dates of quotes correspond to when these messages were sent.
Explicit permission was sought from these doctors to re-share their stories in
[OPZMVYTH[:VTLHKKP[PVUHS[LZ[PTVU`^HZHSZVNH[OLYLKMYVTHMVJ\ZNYV\W
on 24th August 2021, where these quotes are used, they are undated.
(ZWLJPHS[OHURZ[V9\[O9PSL`HUK1VOHUUH:WPLYZYLZLHYJOLYZIHZLKH[
the University of Birmingham, for insight into their forthcoming paper ‘What
challenges did junior doctors face whilst working during the Covid-19
pandemic? A qualitative study’, currently under review for publication by
)416WLUHZ^LSSHZ[V3V\PZL.YPɉUHMV\Y[O`LHYTLKPJHSZ[\KLU[H[
the University of Birmingham for insight into their forthcoming paper ‘The
psychological impact of working during Covid-19 on medical and nursing
students: a qualitative study’, currently also under review for publication by
BMJ Open.
Many thanks also to Dr J D Williamson for the use of his photograph for our
JV]LYHUK[OL^VUKLYM\S^VYRVMV\YKLZPNULY(SPJL/H^VY[O)VV[O(UKÄUHSS`
our greatest thanks are reserved for our members, all those who contributed
to this report by sharing their testimony online or in our focus group, and
L]LY`VUL^VYRPUNPU[OL5/:[OYV\NOV\[[OLWHUKLTPJ

EveryDoctor relevant research & briefings
•

7YV[LJ[5/:^VYRLYZ">O`HYL)(4,OLHS[OJHYL^VYRLYZKPZWYVWVY[PVUH[LS`K`PUN
from Covid-19? (EveryDoctor, 30.04.2020)

• A priority Covid-19 testing service is essential for UK health and social care workers
in order to safeguard the public this winter (EveryDoctor, 17.09.2020)

•
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7YV[LJ[5/:^VYRLYZYLSH\UJO";OL<2OHZVULVM[OLOPNOLZ[OLHS[OJHYL^VYRLY
KLH[O[VSSZ»^LT\Z[WYV[LJ[5/:^VYRLYZK\YPUN[OL*V]PK ZLJVUK^H]L
(EveryDoctor, 08.10.2020)
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• ,_WLY[7LYZWLJ[P]LZ";OL]VPJLZVM[Y\Z[L_WLY[ZJHUHUKZOV\SKILHTWSPÄLK[V
support second wave planning (EveryDoctor, 22.10.2020)

• ;OLYLHSP[`VM[OL*V]PK MYVU[SPUL";OLL_WLYPLUJLZVMJSPUPJPHUZPU[OL5VY[OVM
England as the second wave escalates (EveryDoctor, 05.11.2020)

• Vaccine planning and corridor medicine Logistical barriers and lack of healthcare
resilience planning (EveryDoctor, 19.11.2020)

•

7YV[LJ[5/:^VYRLYZ,]LY`<2OLHS[OJHYL^VYRLYZULLKZ[VIL]HJJPUH[LK^P[OPU
the next 14 days (EveryDoctor, 07.01.2021)

• +VJ[VYZ]Z/4.V]LYUTLU[",_WVZPUN^O`5/:^VYRLYZ^LYL\UWYV[LJ[LKK\YPUN
the pandemic (EveryDoctor, April 2021)

HCSA relevant research & statements
• *V]PK !3LHYUPUNMYVT[OLÄYZ[^H]L"3LZZVUZMVY[OL5/:PU[OLUL_[WOHZLHUK
IL`VUK/*:(1\UL(]HPSHISLH[!https://www.hcsa.com/media/154216/
/*:(9LWVY[*V]PK 3LHYUPUNMYVT[OL-PYZ[>H]LWKM

•
•
•
•

/VZWP[HS+VJ[VYZH[>VYR:\Y]L`/*:(\UW\ISPZOLK+LJLTILY 
/VZWP[HS+VJ[VYZH[>VYRZ\Y]L`/*:(\UW\ISPZOLK1HU\HY`¶-LIY\HY`
/LHS[OHUK:HML[`*OLJR/*:(\UW\ISPZOLK(\N\Z[
/*:(JHSSZMVYLUK[VTZ[HɈJHYWHYRJOHYNLZ/*:(6J[VILY (]HPSHISL
at: https://www.hcsa.com/news-views/news/2019/10/hcsa-calls-for-end-to* (TZ[HɈJHYWHYRJOHYNLZHZW_

• /*:(YLX\LZ[Z\YNLU[Z[YLUN[OLUPUNVM77,N\PKLSPULZ/*:(4HYJO
Available at:https://www.hcsa.com/covid-19/latest-updates/2020/03/hcsa-requestsurgent-review-of-guidelines-by-public-health-england.aspx

• /*:(^HYUZ[LZ[PUNMHPS\YLZYPZRMYLZO*V]PK OVZWP[HSV\[IYLHRZ/*:(
:LW[LTILY(]HPSHISLH[!https://www.hcsa.com/news-views/news/2020/09/
hcsa-warns-testing-failures-risk-fresh-covid-19-hospital-outbreaks.aspx

• /*:(^HYUZVMWVZZPISLº5/:JVSSHWZL»[OPZ^PU[LY/*:(:LW[LTILY
Available at: https://www.hcsa.com/news-views/news/2020/09/hcsa-warns-ofpossible-nhs-collapse-this-winter.aspx

• /*:(\YNLZNV]LYUTLU[YL[OPURVM*V]PK*OYPZ[THZYLSH_H[PVU/*:(+LJLTILY
2020). Available at: https://www.hcsa.com/news-views/news/2020/12/hcsa-urgesgovernment-rethink-of-covid-christmas-relaxation.aspx

• /*:(QVPUZJHSSMVYLTLYNLUJ`SLNHSWYV[LJ[PVUZMVYOVZWP[HSKVJ[VYZ/*:(1HU\HY`
2021). Available at: https://www.hcsa.com/news-views/news/2021/01/hcsa-joinscall-for-emergency-legal-protections-for-hospital-doctors.aspx

• /VZWP[HSZ[HɈILPUN[YLH[LKHZºN\PULHWPNZ»K\L[VYPZR`*V]PK]HJJPULKLSH`/*:(
January 2021). Available at: https://www.hcsa.com/news-views/news/2021/01/
OVZWP[HSZ[HɈILPUN\ZLKHZN\PULHWPNZK\L[VJV]PK]HJJPULKLSH`HZW_

• /*:(SVII`PUNNV]LYUTLU[MVYIL[[LYWYV[LJ[PVUMVYOLHS[OHUKJHYL^VYRLYZ/*:(
June 2021). Available at: https://www.hcsa.com/news-views/news/2021/06/hcsajoining-calls-for-better-protection-for-health-and-care-workers.aspx

• /*:(\YNLZKLHULYPLZ[VPTWSLTLU[TLKPJHSZ[\KLU[*V]PKZHMLN\HYKZ/*:(
August 2021). Available at: https://www.hcsa.com/news-views/news/2021/08/hcsaissues-medical-student-covid-safeguarding-call-to-deaneries.aspx
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